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The study reported herein. was carried out by Batte_lle's Columbus
Laboratories for the NASA Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications, as
a task under Contract No. NASw-2800. The work was done under the general
suaervision of Dr. A. C. Robinson, Battelle's manager for the contract.
Task monitor in the Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications was
`1r. S. Walter McCandless, and the technical monitor at Langley Research
Center was fir. Ken Hughes.
IGOS IMPROVEMENTS FOR SE&SAT
by
Janice M. Warmke
The objective of Task 28 was to modify Battelle's Interactive
Graphics Orbit Selection (IGOS) computer program to assist in the planning
and evaluation of the Seasat A Scatterometer System (SASS) flight program.
Battelle's IGOS program was an integral part of the early
Seasat-A planning at NASA's Office of Applications and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. IGOS enabled the planners to perform efficient evaluations of
the tradeoffs between several mission requirements and to communicate their
results to the user community in simple, easy to understand displays.
To meet the planning needs of the LaRC Seasat-A Scatterometer
team, the following features/modifications were implemented in IGOS under
Task 28:
(1) Display and specification of time increments in orbital
passes represented by the cross-hatching of ground swaths
(2) Addition of pass number annotations cn the horizontal axis
of the STPLNG and STPTOD plots
(3) Modification of the sensor model to include more than two
swaths associated with a single sensor to approximate the
SASS cell pattern
(4) Inclusion of down range and cross-track swath geometry to
display the characteristic skewed SASS pattern
(5) Addition of a swath schedule to allow the display of the
SASS mode changes and to calibrate gaps
(6) Development of a set of commands to generate the detailed
swath data from sensor characteristics and orbit/earth motion.
Several new IGOS commands were implemented in the program to perform
the new SSAS features during June through October 1978. The new commands
(SITE, DEFMOD, SHWMOD, DEFSKD, SHWSKD, STEP and MPASS) were documented in the
IGOS User's Manual, and new manuals were distributed to the members of the
2scatterometer teas. After the new features became operational, the
1
NASA/LaRC scatterumeter teas exercised the modified IGOS program in the
remaining months of Task 28 as an aid in their evaluation of the Seasat
experimental data. A copy of the IGOS User's Manual, as modified during
this Task 28 study, has been reproduced as the Appendix to this report.
The IGOS program continues to be operational on Battelle's
CDC 6600 and can be accessed by Tektronix graphics terminals at Battelle,
NASA Headquarters, JPL., GSFC and LaRC. Its capabilities continue to be
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l o) LIST—LISTS Tr4F Il;05 CO MM ANDS ANO rHEI 4 4q (iUmENTS
1 7 014LIG-INITiaTES THE OIALOU MODE
1-+	 UriITS - riEFIIVFS I - 0 1)7 Ar4U OUTPUT UNITS ( N A UN Km)
l y	 Y Ea4 - ,)tFI rjES THE CALE,j0A,4 YEAa
20 TAHLE-0I5PL4YS ALL CO MM ANDS USE[) DU K I rdG THE muST wECENT °LOT
21	 4 FSFT--<E5ETS ALL •)ATA To nFFAULT VAI_UES
22 Sr-PiM+-SNOWS A USEk'"S CATALOGr0 DATA FILES
?3	 SAV4U!j-5AVES T1- CU .4r4 F jT I 1305 DATA
2a ;ET-tUN—kESE T ti ALL DaTa F•t0m A r JSE-+ UAT4 FILE
2 l	 VI1-tPU"I—()EST4()YS A USE""S CATAL0(;E0 DATA FILE
26 CHAN(,F—ESTI° 4TES THE CUNKFNT IGOS SFSSI-)'v COSTS
?7 E rdD—ENOS T 6U5 txFCUTIO'v ANO HET04NS CONTr4 UL To	 SYSTEM
?>i ,) Q4 SFL-O4 a IT SELECTION (ALTITUDE VS IwCLIN„TI()N)
?a SO^,-0 0 AvwS Si1w SYNCH•Urv'JUS C0iNT0UqS
3 n	 QPL T -D LrA N %^ TH E
 CO •vT r uNS OF A SPEC I F I E!) 0r+ti I T 14
31	 T--F OUTL:NE OF T-OSE U-^t)ITS g HICH H4VE EXCESS WADIATION
3? " q — D-+A-vS VE 4 TICAL H ATC ►+ES Iw THE EXCESS g fi)IATICiw 0,)TLINES
33 DFC_AY— D LOTS T ►4 E () =?HIT UEC4Y A^ID LAUNC H VEHICLE Ir)UFCTIUv. E14POKS
34 LIEF—nUTLIr\IFS TmOSE Oo4AITS WITH A M INIHU rA LIFE LENGTH
35 HL — C•_^OSS HATCHES THE OWRITS WITH INSUF F ICIENT LIFE LE-16TH.
? ►, CUV—THE IGO^ COVE Q AGE ^'OOFL TO NOTE UKriITS vIT" Irj(;UFFICIEvT COVERAGE
37 " C -C-^oSS H ATC H ES THE F0-? 9I0DtN U 4 eITS iw rrit COVE--A c E NLJT
3 A 5F l-S0 0 - • r , F P JNES 04TA FuH THE 160S SENSC)w MOI)EL
3Q Vr_ N —SFLECTS AN EX O ENLIAHLE LAUNC H VEHICLE
40	 STS^; EL- 1) EF I j=S A ri O riHITER P A K k INN 0 pJ HI T A'40 UPPF_r( STA;it 'A UTORk )
41	 S-IwST(;—SH0,4S T Ht CUkkENT LIPPE^r STAGE A UTO,+ ,DATA
47	 I ) EFSTr,-f1F_Fj itS OR CH A NGES UPPER STAGE PA UTUr+ r)ATA
43 P LE)-()PA*S A LAi1(,JCh VEHICLE P AYLU A D COmT;)UP
44 LA y FL_ P&: 4M ITS TYPIr't; INFOHMATIUN ON THE SCPEE'A (TFKTPn^4iX ONLY)
4ti	 Z0() m -0 !.= S T H E	 TO ZO OM
 I N ON a PLOT 4E(3 1 ,)N (TF KT w k)v I X O AJLY )
4r)	 14A g K - MA-ZKS N I T 	 TM(__ CU a SOR a P OI N r FUP L 4T	 EFE4EMCE ( TFr\ Tr- ON I X UrvL Y )
+7 SELECT-SELECTS a P REi)EFINF I) r+AgK
4r4	 ON-40EF - O q+ - I T nEF I'a I T I ( j ,, r w I TH OuTwuT
4V	 0P SET-0 44
 I T ;)EF I ., I I T I0	 w I T"0(1T rJUTP0T
^n	 URwIT uFFI N ITIO,V USI*16 A.t 4v0 ASCENI)Iw r; NUDE TI ,F
SU M ---r Y (:r)MT I • vUE,) ON VF X T F-46r:
SUMP-,AaY	 ( CON T.)	 I\-)Uj a'AN;14L 0 .1 /O8 /74 P AGE
	 14
PAIG E	 I601; C,)M.'AND
51	 )d- 4 S-4 N-SH o wS w4,i I TS
5?	 O 4' 4,;FT-SELECTS A,'A O-:+I T
153 LAt_INCr-O=FI iES THE LAUivCH SITE FOK dEGl v4INV A4 UP-3IT
54 SITE —aFFF w EvCE SITE OkPIT UPDATING
E; L;
	
Sulm A^I(i — DE F IvGS SUN ANbLF KE:)UIKEMF,vT
5 ►i S4aTH—SELECTS A G40UND SWATH
57 SM - S q T - SHOWS SENS()k bHUUNO SwAT,4 OATA
Ski	 OF F S•g T — rF_ P I'\jES SF•NS rfjk (;dOUNU SWATH I)ATA
5'4	 )FF•-4,)') —DFFI•\IES A SENSOP SWATH r400E GkOU'ND TRACE
60	 SH•yM()11- SHOWS SEi\#SU it S:• ATH MOUE DAT A
51 OF F S" I ) — DEF1 4ES A SENSOR S W AT H MODE SCHE()'JLE
62 5H'KSKI) — S ^+UwS T HE SE :4SUk SWATH M OUE -C^-EOOLE
C3 (iN I )Tkr—(,QOU , 40 T ,4ACK UISPLAY
64 M4 w—na4WS A'v F4KT 4 "AP HACKrKOUND
65 P V-SS- 0 q A.•I S ()PHIT PASSES ON THE GPO0 1v0 T P -aCK PLOT
5'i	 ( P ASS —I ) N 44S O a HIT P ASSES W ITH SCHEDULFO SENSUK SWATH iot,ES
P)
 7 STE Q -0E P TNES TrF TI-E HETwEEN -AMASS CPOSSHATCHIN(i
f)m	 T-+ ACK — OEFINFS T HA CKI`46 STATION QFI4(jIREN FrJT
b4 TRKSIT - 0k'AwS THE TkACKING SITE MASKS Or1 THE iiko I)ND TR ,%C ►e PLOT
71 SHwSIT
— SmOwS THE n4TA FOR A CLASS OF Tw4CKING SITES
71	 I)FFSIT — Dc F I-•)ES NE-) T-(ACKI^((; SITE DATA Q-j C'61A ,•1UES EXISTI`,G SITE DATA
I	 7? ST P T 4 K —P 40 1 ) I JCES AN O-iBIT	 TRACKIvG	 STATION	 CUVE445E
	
P LOT
73 )EFEx P—I-) F FI-JES A	 1\jEe1	 EX P E W I'4ENT	 SITE	 O P C HANGES	 EXISTIti(-:;	 SITE	 DATA
74 ;iHmEAP —SHO-vS
	 F_X P EPImENT SITE	 DATA
7 L, EX P STT — L) gA w'; 	 l N EXNERI-E oiT	 SITE
	
ON	 THE 6kOUND T P ACK PLOT
7; ON	 THE
	
GNOTiK	 DISPLA Y . 4	 STPLN'l	 PAJ(iF
77 17Ny'r;n_ nFFI"! E S• UIV	 THE	 GNI)TR K 	 Uk	 ST P LNG I ► ISPLA"S,	 A	 STPTOO	 LOCATIO(v
lA ST P LNG-Pknl) ,I CES THE OkHIT STEP LOr g 6ITUDE COVEk4GE PLOT




81 g7 LON — F I N AL 0 14iIT LONGITUUF OF NODE PLACEMENT
8P	 L-y INOY-LAUNCH WI^lOUN DISPLAY (ASCEr,nir,(i ,v01)E VS DAY O F YFAN)
9:3 SwlwOw — LAUNCH -VIND04 DISPLAY (LAIJNCn TIME VEkSUS JAY ()F THE YEA,4)




SUromANY C O NTINUt' Olv -4FxT HA(;E.
U
. w
SU^lMO.v	 ( CUwT. )	 I(,0S "AN(JmL 01/0 fi/7 1i P4 (;E	 1-)
o AGi:	 I60q COMMAND
a^	 1155i•i— nP FINES ()Q SELECTS A ^I55IU:v
+3 0-	 5-+MC,)N—S-,Ow L4UAC 14
 nINDO W CONST-4I%T DATA
87	 OEFCON — OFFI I IES LAUNCr • wIf ,ji)OW COvST-AIriT DATA
AA PLTCON—NLOT'i LAUNCH 'wINDOm CONST-i,+INTS
.i9
	
SAVEC MISSION LAUNC-+ MINUOwS
-)n LA'JST5-0QANS AN ONHITER NODE T k ACE ON THE LAUNCH vtIvDOw PLOT
91	 SAV A iS — SAVES MISSIOivS F0d LATER ,vIN'^O-6 PL07TINri USIN>> Jkw,-IIS
ar Sr: . v 4IS-7) H0'dS TiE SAVED M ISSION wIN000S
93 PUkAj5-PiJ;l5FS A SaVF0 MISSION AIN 0,N
94 GFTCON—PUTS THE SAVED CO NST ltaINTS INTO THE TAHLF
1111
LI ST 	 II;US •,A! ,jjAL 03 /0+3/7 a PAGE	 1^
LIST—I_I y Tti TM = I .J. C I ) CAn NUti aNU THFIH A'4(iUmFNT5
T .^ CO	 .1	 LIST.^^a^!E 1-0ILL LIST THr. 4.^uuMtivTS. Cu-414 E^(T VaLtJ E`. IimiITS.
Ar47 V AL I'J
	
1)F T Nr CU-04 ANO NA fl , E0.
LIST.aLL WILL P RODUCE 4 NA(IE LISTING THE ICUS CWAM4^NOS 6vUUPtO by
SrkFEni 4')+)F..
}	 EXAMPLE— LIST•O &4w SF.T	 WILL LIST THE C I "H w F.ivT VALUE'-- UNI T S• V11) VALIL)
^N'+GE^ OF THE O Q,3SET C0M rlA,4IJ 4- (60AF;NTS.
CUM M ANO LIST	 IS VALI'..) IN ALL M00ES.
LI`T	 •ILL ►_Kart THE cCNEFN
A N4 6UMFNT	 PFF400 VALUE A"40 Uo4ITS
	 VaLIO 4ANGE
(1) CO M O•,J,1	 CALL	 ALNHAH TIC
I
III'11A.;	 I";US AANUAL 0110AI7`+ P ACE	 I
0I 11_06- I'`l I T I A TES THE ') I ALll r: r-+OnE
(7 1 )"AN„ 01aLo,t;	 Iti v .4LI') IP, ALL MODE-).	 IT %ILL E-1ASE Tr.E SC k EEN ANU





ii.jvITS	 IGUS IIANUuL 0 ^/Cµ/79 P AGE	 1)i
UNI TS— 0FFINFS IN P UT A Pd 1 ) O UT P UT UNITS ( 1 4 1-4 0-4 K-)
THE
	
INPUT	 UNITS	 O P TION	 CU,vT N ULS	 IYTE ,4 0gk- TAT IUw	 OF	 T 14E ANt;UMFriT VcLutS
a F_4TAI N I');	 TO	 LI jEAL
	 • aUA .g TITIES.	 Tnf	 IN-'uT	 ONTIu N 	 ICY HE	 C",N',j,)ED
OUPINci	 a4	 EXE = CISE	 TO	 F ACI I ITATE
	







	 OUT P UT	 .:NITS
	 OPTIOm	 vaY	 4E	 USED	 TO EAP ,4FSS	 T-q E	 4 ESULTS I-v THE
^I )ESIPEO	 J,4[TS.
r; FXAMOLF- UNITS.NH.KM
	 WILL	 CAUSE	 TrE	 P ku6R8m	 To	 IivTE g PRET ALL LINEALU INtJUT	 DATA	 IN	 NM	 AND	 TO	 DISPLAY P ESULTS IN	 Kr+.
COMMAiNO	 '1N ITS
	 I5	 VALiD	 IM	 ALL
	 MODES.
A a 3U'4EvT	 nEFAULT
	
VALUE	 A f,lu 	 UNITS
	 VALID HANGE
(1)	 IN P UT	 N,H	 ALNHA HFTIC





YFApI'luzi MANUAL 03 /6A/7-0 IJ A (;E	 l4
Y EA S?—OE S= I VF
.
', T , iE CAL&jf.)Avr YEAP
YF.^a )s_F T. • iFs T^F S ;)tCIFIC CALElNuA p- YEAR F0w ESTAdLIS H I .',iG THi-
SU^i/'.A : TH rF ll•+FT g Y A: ,v) r. A '_ TI M E 01- VF.-ONAL F , ) ,JIwUA.	 LEA PJ YS=Art
ar ,)11S T v F *4T T S '•'A )E ar,Jn THE !)A TF S OF LEGAL M OIL I ^)A^;	 A .E COMNu TED.
Tri v-,- SF a .%F pF I"T, -+F_ST vHtiill I )SPHi THE L«41 N W-r UK SAIN04 dLr)TS.
x A^ o Lt—	 YF ar. I o.^ 1
rr)M^Awn YFn•J	 IS VALID IN ALL M)')ES.
AN(;UuFr^T	 riEFAULT VAL^IE ANA) UNITti	 VaLlii -04^JiE
(1) YEa,*	 1.-481Or+03	 1.4I)00E+03 Tu	 c- .:U0w +03
U
T AN L ^
	 IGOS '! ANUAL 03 /0K /7 y N46E	 2 4
TAHLE
— DIS I)LAYS ALL	 USFU UUkINV T H E MUST KECFNT 'LOT
^ril_ F MA-4Y Ci^ MMAv ,)5 USED TO EPIHANC P' AN I(:O q
 PLOT •4AKF AwwOTATIU"J^
IN THE kL I )T. SOME 00 vn1.	 TO ENSURE 4 1 4 ACCUkATE RECO I(D OF I(70S
COM M A J7 q 4N0 T- ;:I4 ak oLJMEivT VALUES USE Tr+E TahLE Co Amd'JO .
+ (l	 THIS HILL n IS QLAY EACH CUMMAND AND ITS d Q GUMF^+T V A LUES Fo ,? T riF
HOST PFUNT P LOT.	 IF THE TAHLF IS DESIkED. IT MtitT a E kE')UEt)TEO
,l ^AEFOWE "FI;I'VNI!`!(i A "JE « NLUT.
C .') mm t,-JO TaNLF	 IS VALID IN ALL MUUEF. 	 IT *ILL EkASE TmE SC R EEN AND
IVI T I4TF A TA ,3LE	 PLuT. TH E F OLLOwIN6 COMMANDS MAY THEN NE USED TO
ENH8NCE THE PLO T . L4HEL
NO A ariU 'E.^JTS
1
Oj?jO1NgL
R QUOF POO	 EG T f c
Y
141
^ccFT	 I605 'A ANOAL 0.3/US/7 4 PAGE	 21
NFj •
_T-•?rSFT^ 4LL L)ATA TU OFFAULT vALUES
COMMAwO RFSt:T	 I^ vALIO IN 4LL IAOUES.





AN ! JAL O',/U4/79 w A(it	 22
?4E^rrLv
J OESC 4 IMt TNF
SAV4UN
	
I( -US ^-, A:4UAL 03/G ,J/7 14 P AGE	 21
SAV QW — SAVES THE CUQRE r-•T IGOS DATA
THE C,)%A M ar-ji) S4VF+(jN CRF4TES AND CATALOGS A UATA FILE TO STO N E TmF- Cu ►(-
•rFNT VALU! C OF C0 4 -4 4W) A- 13UMENTS ANO IGOS FEATI)KES f )UkING AN I r^ OS HUN.
1 ,11 c; ALLO vS LA uSFR TO :JEFEwENCF A SET OF INFOwMAT Iuv, SUCH AS SENSU-c
S-OAT H S. O w -iITAL PA a 4METE r S, AND T Q ACKI;46 SITES, *ITHOUT H4VI-IG TO dE-
FNTF a THE r,ATA VALUES.	 TO ►4 EFF qENCE A CATALOGFU DATA SET. SEE THE
rQM M ANO SETgtjN.
UP To FIVE UATA FILES CAN q E SAVED AT OwE TI ME. STO N auE CASTS ANE
{	 CHAa(;EO T ai ThE USER AT A ►'NkO"IMATELY 25 CENTS /FILE/OAY. THE ARGUMENT
IS THE vu'"NEH riF 7AYS T H E FILE IS TO q E CATALI)GE0. EACH DATA FILE I5
ASST(-,'4E') A CYCLE NUHNE P AND IS -)ESCRIdED B y THE DATE ANO THE SUhTITLE
OF THE I(30S PLOTS pURijG THE SESSION IT *AS CwEATED.
^XAMPLF_- SAV P UNg i 4 ILL SAVE AND CATALOG THE CURRENT IvOS DATA O N A
JSE ,? i:AT.A F ILE F 064 3 HAYS.
f
COMM A,NO S4vr-: UN	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES.
SAVRUN	 *ILL E g ASE TnE SCRFFN
A^(;UMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE Am) UNITS	 VALIu gA^,rE
(1) JDAY y	7.000UE+00 DAYS	 .E+OU	 TO 9.990UE+02
t_
r
r,; ► Tali.•+	 1(3(5 * , a',nJAL +13 /i,H/ly	 J4
SFTQUN—"F- SFTS A LL 'iATA F-') M A USE4 )ATA FILE
THC C^)'^^ A ^+D SFT a oV HILL NE ,;ET ALL DATA VALUES F.+UM A CATaL -)UtO uiE-4
-)ATA FILE.
	
T-+E A.iGl)Mt-:vT IS THE CYCLE NUMHF-t OF THF_ F ILE TO -iE USE(-) IAN
'-)-^ TTI^a: T-,F NE v VALUES.
cxaMPL-- SFTWtI ►a.1 wILL StT ALL DATA TO T HE VALUES STORED t)^+ THE FILE
ASSI i^4tL) CYCLE 2.
COM 4 Av11 SET-40N	 IS VALID IN ALL A00Eti.
SFT4U l`)	 HILL E N ASE THE SCp4EEV
Awr,UMFNT
	 IIEF4IJLT VALUE ANN UNITS
	
VALID -4A;'),;E
(1 ) I':Y	 1.0000F+00	 1.0000i:+00 TO	 F+.000OF •O0
PUNW()^ ►
wURQU q— ')EST-+ UYS A	 CATALOGEU OA r4 FILE
I-;US '-, A .,4UAL () 3 /()A /7,  r'A(-)FL
1
Tri p: Com m a%) PijWwi)N • ILL OE-,T f-t)Y A PSE-^"S SAVff) DATA P ILE C>t 1, T EL) yY
T 11E C ,J'A -ANO SA%V<0w.	 T- -: a Nr u tA FNT IS TtiF CYCLE 4 1 'MrF -1 OF T-4r FILL TU
=F JUrtr,_O.	 T " V wUN InFNTIFICATIUN UH fr+F 01TA FILE_ TO HE FLIMIwiATE;)
IS PNI 4TFn nrii) T -4E F ULL 0 6ING VF-w P ICATI0w CMFCK IS ISSUFn.
IS T -4 1S 41)v T() A  OF.STz,OYED?(Y/N)
A Y ►2t- 50-J ONSF ( YF';) A ILL DESTWUY TH E FILE.	 N W ILL A i--)k T THE PlJR(l
COMMawO.
EXAM PLF— J U ykUNol Co m8INEn WIT" A Y RES P W113E TO THE VEPIFICaTIu-v
CHECK *IL! r)EST w0Y Tr+E DATA FILE ASSI(= JE0 CYCLF 3.
CU ,A M ANn	 IS VALID? IN aLL 'ODES*
LD LIPU U 14 	 'TILL F aASE THE SCgEFN
is
A U ,;UM F NT	 )EPAULT VALUE ANO UNITS
	
VALIn PaNr:E




C-1u-7 ';E	 I()k15 '4 4NOAL 1)'1/ m /7 1+ F-46E
	
ojh
CHAwGE-FSTI A ATES THE C ! lp4 pp t-.T I(;0S ScSSIO- ,) COSTS
THE rHe-i- 	 ILL ESTI`"ATE TrF CU g 4ENT IfiU-: rO'Pi.,Tr-t tutiTi.
ALSO 0411V T,lFfl AI,P StCI ► NUti EAECUT IO-v T I `+E • Nt)' 4 4^j i OF C"A-?ACTEr{'; T ,44i • jS-
AITT.11. AN n Tr .: P-g ItiAL C I )NNECT TIME.,
CO •^^GVp C-,A^ ;r	 T_S VuLI 1  Iti 4LL .'()i?FS.
C-1a, JO G E	 :.ILL f44SE T y L SC.^F F v
r4O 44rt)%,P :l!T,;
ENic	 IuUS MANUAL 03 /U,^ /74 PAGE
E'v n— E'^i)S I(-,()S EXECUTI O N a , 40 N ETUKNS CJNTKuL TU UPENw ATI^r t ' SYSTEM
,iEFOw v
- CQ^IT..UL R, TUr4fg S Tj THE ONE P ATI G SYSTE-A , THE Co-WoTFk ASKS—
i10 YOU w at.T e4TTELLE TO -+ECEIVE a CO P Y OF THE &CTIvITY LUc,?(Y/v)
n Y RESNr)wSE ( Y ES) AUTO M ATICALLY wAUTFS a COPY OF THE aCTTVITY LUG TO
-44TTFLLF• N P F.SuLTS I-V •vU J I AYFILE. \jt),v THE JPEH4TING S y STE A naS CON -
TaCL.
CO MM awc) cwq	 IS VALID IN ALL H0 )E5.









































































oRH g FL	 IGOS MANUAL 03/04/79 PAGE
	 28
i) HSEL-ti^NIT SELECTION (c,LTITUDE V5 INCLINATION)
THE 0^(-+I T SELFCTI+^^+ 'LOT USF 5 THE SCkEE v AS A DESIGN S P ACE. 0ktiI T5
ARE PREI;U h(En TO HE CIRCULAR WITH THE HO^4 ILONTAL AXIS RFPPESE(vTIN(,
I NCLINATION A ND THE VE ZTICAL AXIS MEPNESENTING ALTITU IJF. ANY NUINT ON
THE PLOT IS A PANTICULAR CIRCULAR OR4IT. VAkIo US COMMANOS "+AY BE USED
TO INDICATE THOSE OR6ITS WHICH DO NOT 'AEET THE M ISSION OFSIGN
REWUIwE:MENTz..
THE AkGUMENTS aRE
HMIN= THE M INIMUM ALTITUDE
`	 HMAY= THE_ 'MAXIMUM ALTITUDE
I)IMIiv= THE M I N IMUM INCLINATION
I IMAX= THE .MAXIMUM INCLINATIQ+vl
EXAMPLE- ORkSEL.%300+8009 ,i0.120 W ILL CREATE AN URdIT DESIGN SPACE FOR
CIRCULAR ORRITS IN THE 300 TO HOO (NM
OH KM) ALTITUDE kANGE wITH INCLINATIONS
HETwEEN 50 AND 120 DEGKEEL.
COMMAND ORHSEL
	
IS VALID IN ALL MODES. IT WILL ERASE THE SCKEEN AND
INITIATE. A :)RRSEL
	
PLOT. THE FOLLOWING COMM A NDS MAY THE+N RE USED TO
ENHANCE THE PLOT. VEH 	 PLO	 ()ALT	 Hr	 LAHEL
SUN	 PAD	 Hk	 DECAY	 ZOO +M 	 MANK
COV	 STSkEL
	 LIFE	 HL
A g r,UMENT	 M+EFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	 VALI+O gV46E
(1) H14 I 714	 1.0000E+02 NM,	 KM	 .E+00	 To	 1.0000E+20
(2) HMA,X
	 ?..5000E+02 NM*	 4.6.3 00E+02 KM	 .F+00	 TU	 1.0000E+2U
(3) 1.0000E+01 DEG	 .E+00	 TO	 1.5UOUE+02
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SUN	 IGUS ti'AN IJAL 03/U8/74 PAGE	 2.9
SUN-D g AWS SUN SYNCHRONOUS CONTOUNS
THNEE OasmE f) LINTS ARE LWA^4v. TmEY ^tENPESENT O p(oITS W H OSE SUN -UHRIT
PRECESSION KATE ARE -O M E6A• ZERO. AND +U"EGA.
0AF-GA IS THE AfIGULAR RATE, (GEGPEES/DAY) GIVEN HY THE A"GU(v'FNTS.
EAAM0LE--SUN.1.3u MILL OPAw THE-1/30.0• AND +1/30 OEGWEES/04Y LINES.
COMMAND SUN	 IS VALID IN MODES UkHSEL
A R GUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE ANN UNITS	 VALID) RANGE
(1) OEG	 .F+Uu	 DEG	 .E+OU	 TO 1.0000E+20
(2) DAYS	 .E+00	 DAYS	 .E+00	 TO 1.0000E+2U
1
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QPLT-0RAwS THE C0-\, T0UNS OF A SPECIFIED OR81T -4I
r,) IS THE 4ATIO OF SATELLITE MFAN ANtiULAP+ ►LATE TU THE ORhIT NL4ivf
A'4611LAr RATE RELATIVE TO THE EARTH. W IS USUALLY EXPRESSED IN THE
I	 FOLLOW ING FUPM
Q=I+NP/wO
%vHF_RF I, NP, ANO ND ARE INTFGEkS. THE FIKST TwO UPLT ARGUME ruT6 ARE NN
AN D N+). AN 04HIT OILL RE PEAT 093EKVATIONS OF THE SA4E EARTO- SITES
EVEQY NO nAYS OR I #NO+NP PASSES. THE THIRD QPLT ARGUMENT+ GNP. IS
PROVIDED TO ALLO ,o S PECIFICATION OF A SMALL GAP DISTANCE. IF GA P IS
NON—ZERO. THE 0 PLOTTEO #ILL PEPkESENT ORSITS WHICH AFTE:2 ND DAYS
I	 MISS AN EX ACT R E PEAT HY UHF GAP 01STANCE.
1	 WPLT WILL ORAw CONTOURS OF EQUAL W FOR ALL VALUES OF I WHICH FALL UN
j	 THE CURRENT OkeSFL PLOT. IF A NUN — INTEGEK NP I5 SPECIFIED ALL VALUES
wHICH ARE PRIME TO NO W ILL ALSO HE PLOTTED.
EX AMPLE —lJ P LT+27+81.0 'MILL PLOT LOCII OF I+1/3
«PLT+.19490 WILL P LOT LOCII OF I+1/ <<4 I+3/4
()NLT91.2920 WILL PLOT LOCII OF W FOB' 2 DNY REPETITION NITHIN
y	 24 N a
COMMAND UPLT	 IS VALID IN MOUES ONHSEL
{	 ARGUMErjT	 +)EFAULT VALUE AND U+VITS
	 VALID) RANGE
(1) 119P	 . E +00	 PASSES	 .F_+00	 TO 1,000UE+20
'.	 (2) NO	 .F_+00
	
DAYS	 .E+00	 TO 1.0000E+20
t	 (3) GAP	 .F+00	 NM•	 .E+00	 KA	 — 1.0000E+20 To 1.0000E+20
t
J
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4AD —ORA lYS TtiF OUTLINE OF THOSE U og 8ITS WHICH HAVE EXCESS v< AO IATIO'v
THE r.ommA(g n RA() OUTLI NES
 THOSE ONHIT:3 ON THF. ORHSEL NLuT WITtl EXCES-
SIVE 4A I )IATION FXPOSUKE. THE ARGIPOEwTS !:D EFINE THE RADIATION SNECI
-FICATIONS AS FOLL04S -
CMaL = DEmSITY OF ALUMINUM SHIELD (6M/CMP)
FLUM = MAXI %lUm FLUENCF..
DAYS = NUMBER OF GAYS FOR ALLUWAHLF_ FLUENCE
DUE TO THE SIZE OF THE NUMHER+ FLUM IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS
-
XX.XXEYY IS ENTERED AS xX.XX*100.YY-2
12.40E12 IS E!v TERED AS 1240.10
11.71E13 IS EmTEREU AS 1171.11
THE OUTLINED APEAS MAY BE CROSS HATCHED USING THE HR COMMANDO
i
NOTE—THE RAD DATA DUES NOT CO RRECTLY REPRESENT THE TOP OF THE RELTS.
f?AO IS VAL• Ii) FOR LOW (.LT. Q 00 NM) OR91TS ONLY.
E X AMPLE — RAD..01+1250.11940 WILL OUTLINE THOSE UR ►3ITS ON THE ORHSEL
PLOT 'WHERE THE RADIATION EXPOSUNE FON a
SPACECRAFT WITH A .O1 GM/CM?_ ALUMINUM
SHIELDING EXCEEDS 12.5 E13 EQUIVbLENT
1 —MEV ELECTRON FL UENCE FOR 40 DAYS.
COMMAND 14Ai)	 IS VALID IN MODES ORHSEL
ARGUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS 	 VALID RANGE
(1) CMAL
	 1.0000E-02 GM/CM2
	 1.0000E-20 TO 1.0000E+2U
;2) FLUM	 5.1200E+00	 1.0000E-20 TO 1.00nOE+20
(3) ()AYS
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HR—OPAWS VE K TICAL HATCHES I ; ^, THE EXCESS RA')IATIOv OUTLI "jF:S
11, 1.E OUTLI 4ES GE+4ERATEU HY THE WAD CU ,A IAAN,) ARE STORED AS S1 DISCRETE
;NCLINATION ST ,=INS. C QOSS MATCHES ASE LINES 04A ►ow AT THE q 1 INCLIWA-
TIONS. THE ARGUMENTS CONiTRUL wi+ICH INCLINATIUNS WILL HE HATCHED,
EAAMOLF— HP.1,1 -JILL HATCH EVERY INCLINATION STARTING AT THE FIt?ST.
+SILL HATCh EVERY THIRD INCLINATIUN STARTING KITH THE
FOURTH
COMM AND aK	 IS VALID IN MODES O149SEL
A kriU MENT	 DEFAULT VALUE ANO UNITS
	
VALID 44NGE
(1) STA,+T	 1.0000E+00 LINES
	 1.0000E+00 TO 1.00n0E+01
(2) STF P
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DECAY—PLOTS THE JNNIT DECAY AND LAU+4CH VEHICLE INJECTION ERRORS
COP M ANN OFCAY PwIDUCES U- qHIT DECAY AND LAUNCH VEHICLE INJECTION UIS -
NERSIONS (SCOUT ONLY) ON THE OR4SEL PLOT.
THE 414GUHENTS ARE-
ALT = ALTITUDE OF INJECTION (N+a OP KM)
i	 DI = INCLINATION OF INJECTION (OE(jREES)
HC = HALLISTIC COEFFICIENT (KG/m2)
LYP = LAUNCii YEAR (EXAMPLE-1976)
YRS = TI14F IN MEANS FOR DECAY
THE FIPST T40 ARGUMENTS MAY BE SET BY THE SELECT COMMAND TO MATCH A
{	 MARK ON AN OR^3;EL PLOT.
EXA MPLE — OECAY9150.935.59220.91977.2 4ILL DISPLAY THE 2 YEAR OR HITAL
DECAY OF A ;,NACECRAFT +KITH A BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT OF 220 KG/
M2 INJECTED IN 1977 INTO A 160 (14A OR K M ) CIHCUL.AR uRdi T WITH




IS VALID IN MODES OR8SEL
ARGUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID gANGE
(1) ALT	 1.7500E+02 NMo 3.2410E+02 K M	 .E+00	 TU 1.0000E+20
j	 (2) 01	 .3.7000E+01 DEG
	 .E+00	 To	 1.8000E.+02
(3) HC
	 2.2000E+02 KG1M2	 1.0000E-20 TO 1.000Ur+20
(o) LYK	 1.9760E+03 CAL Yk	 1.0000E-20 TO 1.00 0E+20
%li) YRS
	
1.0000E+00 YRS	 1.0000E-20• TU 1.0000F+2U
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LIFT-OUTLINES ThuSk OKaITS ,VITH A MINIr•(UM LIFE LE-4GTH
i	 THE COMMANn LIFE OUTLINES THOSE UKHITS ON THE Uk pjScL PLOT wITH A
MINIMU tA LIFE LENGTH MAINTAINED yY A GIVEN nELrA V.I
c.	 THE ANGIJAENTS AkE -
y C = AALLISTIC COEFFICIENT (KG/M2)
E.	LYk = LAUNCH YFAP^ (EXAMPLE -1y76)
OV = DELTA V (FT/SKC)
YkS = LIFE LENGTH (YRS)
FXAM p
 
LE- LIFE+220.+197,.+300+2. PLOTS THOSE UKraITS :vITH A Two YEAR
LIFE LENGTH M AINTAIi4ED y Y 300 FT/SEC
FO q A 1976 LAU(4CH wITH A 9ALLISTIC
COEFFICIENT OF 220 KG/M?.
THE OUTLINED AkEAS MAY dE CROSS HA.%;HED U`;ING THE HL COMMAND.
COMMAND LIFE
	
IS VALID IN MODES UR95EL
4RGUMENT
	
)EFAULT VALUE ANU UNITS	 VALID PANCE
(1) A C 	 2.2000E +02 K(3/M2	 .E+00	 TO	 1.0000 ►-:+20
i	 (2) LYPt	 1.4760E+03 Yk	 .E+00	 TO	 1.0000E+20
(3) OV	 3.0000E+02 OV	 .E+00	 TO 1.0000E+20
(4) YRS	 2,0000E+00 YR	 .E+00	 TO 1.0000E+20
r
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HL-CROSS HATCHFS THE OwHITS WITH INSUFFICIENT LI FE LENGTH.
T`+F_ nUTI_INES 6FNE%?4TED b y THE LIFE CO MMAN U AH E STORED tA'i 51 DISCRETE
INCLINATION STPIPS. C OOSS HATCHES ARE LIivES ORAWN AT THE 51 INCLINA -
t.	
T Innis.
THE ARGUMENTS MAITWOL WH ICH !NCLINATIOivS WILL HE HATCmEl).
I.	 EXA MPLE — "Lo1+1 WILL HATCH EVERY INCLINATION STARTING AT THL FIR ST.
EXAMPLE- HL.2 +4 WILL HATCH EVERY FOUWT H INCLINATION STARTIr,^ wITH Tr;F
SECUNO,
IS VALID IN m0oES ORASEL
DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	
VALID 'MANGE
1.0000E+00 LINES	 1.0000E+00 TO	 1.0000.+01
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COV—THE I^30S COVE4AGE mQ0 L TO NOTE U I? BITS WITH INSUFFICIE+\T CUVE4AGE
THE COVE g AGE ivo OEL OUTLINES THOSE OR y I TS O-v THE O ► 4 ,4 SEL P LOT •. NICK UU
NOT VIcrp A LL POI .-ITS IN THE LATITUDE MANGE• LAT1+ — LAT?.. AT LEAST ONCE
IN THE c - s FCIFIF0 NLisayFl^ OF [SAYS. VIEWING IS DEFINED RY THE I605
SENSOR M U -)EL wh OSE U.ATA IS ELATE-?ED WITH THE COMMAND SENSOR. AN
ARGUMENT% NSITS, IS P g OVIUED TO SPECIFY THE N(P-1 4E:9 OF SATELLITES. FOR
-iULTI PLF SATELLITES IT 1S ASSUMED THAT THE ORHIT PLANES ARE POSITIO14ED
_	 SO THAT T-+E 6g 0UN() SW ATH LIE EXACTLY ADJACENT.
EXAMPLE—COV+0:50.30	 HILL	 UUTLINE THOSE O wljlTS THAT 00 NOT VIEW ALLi
`'04TION5 OF THE EARTH RETwE'+v LA I - S	 n AND 60
C&33HEES AT LEAST O+vCE EVEKY 30 DAYS.
THE
	 OUTLI+`^E(' AQEa4 MAY HE CROSS HATCHED USING THE HC CO--M N0.
COMMAND C I)V IS VALID
	
IN MOUES Ut- aSEL
ARGUMENT •)EFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID PANGE
(1)	 LAT1 3.S000E+01 DEG	 —9.0000E+01	 TO 9.0000E+01
(2)	 LAT2 3.5000E+01 DEG	 —9.0000E+01
	
TO 9.0000E+01
(3)	 04YS 3.0000E+01 DAYS	 1.0000E-20	 TO 1.0000E+20
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MC—CROSS HATCHES THE FOR410DEN OHHITS IN THE COVE4AGF_ PLOT
i	 THE nUTLINF:S G F NERATED b y THE COv CUMMANO ARE STORED AS lit DISC,4ETE
ALTITUDE ST4I PS. CROSS HATCHES AkE LINES DRAdv AT THE &)I ALTITUDES.
THE Ap?GUMEN'iS CONTROL oHICH ALTITUDES 4ILL BE HATCHED.
EXAMQLr-HC•191 WILL HATCH EVERY ALTITUDE STARTING AT THE FIRST.
EXAMPLE-HC92.3 WILL HATCH EVERY THIRD .ALTITUDE STARTING w!TH THE ?_ND.
A	 COMMAND HC
	
IS VALID IN MODES URR SEL
Ak GUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID RANGE
(1) STAUT	 1.0000E+00 LINES	 1.0000+00 TO 1.0000E+01
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SENSOK-!)E F I •NE5 OaTA Fow THE IGOS SENSOR MUI)EL
i
THE 16 0 ', SFN50-4 'A ODEL CO-14 POTES A NADI q CENtEkED CIRCLE OF (;PUUNO AKEA
VIEWED 15ASED ON THE MUST RESTt1IC.TIVE OF THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIUNS
0EFINE0 HY THE A R 60'AENTS,
PNG= MAXTMOM SLANT PANGE (NM OR Kra)
ELE= MINI MUM ELEVATION A4OVE THE HOR IZON WEGPEE )
FOV= ,MAXIMU'A SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW (HALF CONE ANGLE -DEGREE)
AR FS/LkrS= MI•VImUM RESOLUTION ( APPARENT ANGLE/ SURFACE t)ISTANCi )
(	 DEGREE	 /	 NM OR KM	 )
FOP E X AHr'LE• SENS0R9l?00+40.40..1.IU EST.ARLISHES A SENSOR MODEL FUR
THE 'COST QFST41CTIVE OF A 1200 (NM OR KM) MAXI MUM SLANT 4ANUE4 A 40
DEGREE ,wI^vIM^^,.) ELEVATION A!AOVE THE HORIZON. A 40 iOEG-fEE `M AXIMUM HALF
CONE ANGLE coY THE SENSOR FIELD OF VIE •N, An,n A MINIMUM PESOLoTION OF
.1 OEGWEE APP ARENT ANGLE EwUALS 10 (NM OR KM) IN SURFACE DISTANCE.
THE CIRCLE SIZE VAPIES WITH ORBIT ALTITUDE. TO BYPASS THE SENSOR
MODEL ANO PEQUF.ST USE OF A SPECIFIC S-Wm %IDTH USE THE COMMANO SWATH,
SEE OEFSWT FOQ H04 TO ENTER AN AKHITR A gY SWATH wIOTH.
COMM AND SFNSOk	 IS VALID IN ALL AODES.
ARGUMENT
	 F,EFaULT VALUE ANO UNITS	 VALID aANGE
(1) PNO	 1.2000E+U3 N(4 0 2.2224E+03 KA	 1.0000E -20 TO 1.0000E+20
(2) ELE
	
4.0000E+01 OF-6	 1.0000E-20 TO	 1.000uE+2U
(3) FOV	 4.0000E+01 DEC	 1.000Uc-20 TO 1.0000E+20
(4) ARES	 1.0000E-01 DEG	 1.0000E-20 To	 1.0000E+20
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VE H—SELECTS Ail EX NENOARLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
THIS CO MMAND GFNFkATES A +v INTEP^vNLLY STO aEn TAHLE O F PAYLOAD . 4EIt;HT
VE ;+StJS ALTITUDE AND INCLINATIUN FO R THE SPECIFIED VE H ICLE. THE VEHICLE
NAME ANO THE '?AN6F- OF 'yF IGHTS FOR THE CUPRENT UK9SEL PLOT ARE:
DIS PLAYED IN TiE UPPE R LEFT CORNEk OF THE PLOT.	 EQUI-PAYLOAD
CONTQUNS May THEN 9E ADUED TO THE PLOT USING THE COMMAND PLO.






THE PEMAINING 4, ARGUHENTS ARE USED TO SPECIFY THE LAUNCH SITES,
IF THE AKGUMFNTS ARE ALL hLANK THE CALCULATIONS WILL HE MADE ASSUMING
A LAUNCH FR OM THE SITE NORMALLY USED 9Y THE VEHICLE WHICH PRODUCES THE
GREATEST P A YLOAU TO EACH URBIT. IF ANY SITE IS SPECIFIES?• ONL Y THOSE
SITES APE CONSiDEkEO-





S AN MARC =SAN MARCO ISLAND
HLANKS MUST HE E NTERED SY TYPING THE 40k0 BLANK. (IGOS SKIPS HLAivKS)
EXA4PLE
—
VEH * 29RLANK96LANKsHLANK,HLANK WILL ASSUME A DELTA frt O M
EITHER ETR OR wTR.
►_xA MPLE —VFH9196AL —wswAL —S+t,tTk WILL ASSUME A SCOUT 8UT MILL ELILMV4ATE
SAN MA RCO LAUNCHES.
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STSPEL — I FFINES AN ORHITE+( PAkKI tVV ORHIT AiVI) UPPE k STAGE MOTOwi
STS W FL IS USED TO r)EFINE THE RELEASE FKUM THE `HUTTLf ANO THE ET OF
UPPED STAbF Si)LI;) MOT0 4 S TO MAK E A TWO H ,iHm TR4NbFLk TU ANY U+tt3IT ON
THE ()R Q SFL PLOT.
mt4 EL =THE







NU AtiEP< OF FIRST -,iuHN MOTORS
NA 14 E OF THE FIkST BURN MOTORS
NUMHEk OF SECOND HORN %lOTORS
NAME OF THE SECOND HUKN mOTOKS
AFTF q STSkEL T AE PLO COMM.4NO MAY SE USLO TO ORAa PAYLOAD CONTOUkS ON
THE ORHSEL PLOT.
MOTOP DATA 44E 0 y T4INE0 FROM A Te9LE 01ICH MAY HE DISPL4 YE0 vITH THE
SHWSTii COMMAND AwU ALTEKEU WITH THE DEFSTG com.-tAND.
THE PERFOkMANCE AND SIZE CALCULATIONS 4SSU mE CUNFIGURATIONS AS FOLLOwS
N1=N2=1. TAmnEM
STA(iE? IN FRONT OF STAtiEl. THE EMPTY ST46E1 IS JETTISUNF_!)
OP I Ok To HURN I:v(7 STAGE2.
LF;46TH=LEN)1+LEN2
:)IAMETE4=-%l AX (!)IAl.l)IA2)
N1 OR N? NOT Ei)UAL TO 1 • CLUSTER
iA OTOw r, &RRANt,FU IN A CIRCUL4k CLU r-TE^i TO M INIMIlE OUT5luE
OIA M ETE d . THE EMPTY FIRST HO RN CASES A-q E NOT JETTI,Oi4E()
PW IUD TO THE SECOND PUhrl.
LE N6TH=mAX ( LEN l s LEN2 )
* x * * * * * * * WARNING * * * * * * * * as * *
THIS IS A PRELIMI NA R Y FUnM OF UNPE a STA(-YE 4N4LYSIS. IT IS NOT
INTEN! I)FI) FO k 4ISSIO:N PLANNING.
COMt44NO STSREL IS VALID	 I CJ MODES URriSEL
AkGUMFNT ('EFAOLT	 VALUE AND UNITS VALID	 k4NcF
(1) N OEL 1.K000F+Q^	 NM. 2. y b32E+02 KM	 .E+00	 TO	 1.0000E+05(2) I R EL 2.`;500~+01 OEG .E+00	 To	 1,800ot:+02
(3) wl 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00	 TO	 2.0000~+01
(4) MAMF1 CASTOR ALPHABETIC
(5) N2 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00	 To 1	 F.0000E+01
(6) N4ME2 STAP3u ALPHANETIC
l
t_
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SHoSTG—SNOWS THE CURRENT UPPER STAGE MUTOR DATA
E
DIS P L A YS TNF CURRENT UPPED STAGE MOTOR DATA, THEN DATA A&F IMITIALLY
SET F04 S VV4L CO MMON SOLID mOTORS. THE DATA MAY HE AUDIFIEU UR
MOTOw S WED USING THE DEFSTG COMMAND*
COMMAND SHWST ri	 IS VALID IN ALL ""DUES.
SH4STG	 WILL EPASE THE SCREEN
NO ARGUMENTS	 .^
OEFST6	 IGOS MAWUAL 03/08/74 PAGE
DEFST(3
—DEFINES Ok CHAN GES uPPEk STAGE -MOTOR DATA
AN i)PPEP STA6,E M OTOR IS DEFINED 8Y ENTE^i. ING THE APPRUPkIATE ijATA FOR
THE_ FOLLOw I AG AkfiUME NTS—
NAOE = m OTOR NAM
.vF	 = FUEL wFIGHT (LAS)
ta l	 = INERT wEIGMT (LHS)
ISR = S PECI F IC IMPULSE (SEC)
LEN = LENGTH (INCHES)
OIA = OIA m ETEQ ( INCHES)
THE FIRST A4GUmE.III • THE M OTOW NAME • UETER.+INES IF UPPER STAGE r4OTOk
DATA IS NFI" fG DEFINEU OR CHANGED. IF IT MATCHES A PREVIOUSLY OEFI+vED
;AOT0 4 N4MF. THE hF u AINIMG AkGUMFNTS AHE SUBSTITUTED IN THE TA yLE. IF
IT IDES NOT MATCH AN EXISTING MOTOP+ THE AKGUMENTS ARE USED TO DEFINE
A N:Fw %IOTf,k.
A NAXIMUM OF TFN MOTOkS CAN RE DEFINED.
EXAMPLE,_
 DFFSTG.HI0H•800 . 899295s50 9 30 DEFINES AN UPPEk STAGE r40TOk,
HIGH o WITH y on POUNDS OF FUEL • AN INERT wEIGHT OF 85 POUNDS+ AN ISP OF
Pq5 SECONDS THAT IS 50 INCHES LONG AND 30 INCHES IN DIAMETER.
COMMAND DEFSTG	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES.
AkGUHV- NT	 t)EFAULT VALUE AND UNI T S	 VAL ID RANGE
(1) rniaimE	 OEmo	 ALNHAHETIC
(2) WF	 1.000UF+03 LHS	 1.0000E+00 TO 1.00nOF+05
(3) wI	 1.0000E+02 LaS	 1.0000E+00 TO 1.0000E+05
(4) TSP	 2.g000F+02 SEC
	
.E+DO	 TO 5.0000E+02
(5) LEN	 h.6000E +O1 I1\1	 . E +00	 TO	 7.?OOOF.+02
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PLD-DRA*S A LAUNCH VEHICLE PAYLOAD CU'NTUUk
THIS CO MM AND WILL DRAW A CONTOUR OF THOSE ORHITS TO WHICH THE
SPECIFIED VE H ICLE CAN DELIVER A PARTICULAR PAYLUAU WEIGHT.
NO PLOT WILL qE PRODUCED IF THE ARGUMENT VALUE IS BEYOND THE VEHICLE
CAPARILITY OR IF NO VEHICLE HAS HEEN SPECIFIED FOR THE CU14RENT
ORaSEL PLOT.
THE VEHICLE MUST yE UEFINED USING EITHEK VEH (EXPENDABLE) OR STSREL
(SHUTTLF+UPPER STAGES) AFTER STARTING EACH ORHSEL PLOT AND PkIOR
TO USING PL-!.
EXAMPLE- PLD9300 WILL DkAw THE 300 POUND PAYLOAD CONTOUP FOR THE
CURRENT VEHICLE ON THE ONHSEL PLOT,
COMM4NU PLO
	
IS VALID IN MODES Okl3SEL
AkGUMENT
	 OEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	
VALID RANGE
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m
LA,+FL—PFRAITS TYPING INFuRmATION ON THE SCREEN (TEKTRONIX ONLY)
THE COM M ANO
 WILL CaUSE THE C gOSS HAIRS TO APPEA!t ON THE SCREEN. THESE
M AY RE m OVE(. USING THE TERMINAL THUMH WHEELS TO PUSITIUN THFIa
INTFRSFCTION AT THE LOCATION OF THE DESIRED LAPEL. A HLANK SHOULD
THEN HE TRANSMITTED. THE CHARACTER CURSOR WILL THE^) APPEAR AND THE
KEY ROA gD USED TO TY PE ONTO THE SCKF_EN.	 WHEN A CARRIAGE RETURN IS
TRANSMITTED THE CROSS HA14S WILL REAPPEAR. THEY MAY HE REPOSITIONED





IS VALID IN MODES OR?9SEL
	
GNDTRK	 URBDEF
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ZOO`S-USES THE CU NSOR TO ZOOM IN ON A PLOT WEGION (TEKTRUNIX ONLY)
THE C40ti5 HAI4S ARE USFU TU OEFINE A PORTION OF T"E PLOT FOK FXNANSION
TO 6CHIEVE -)ETTEa CLARITY.
I. THE CROSS H AIRS WILL APPEAR ON THE SCREEN. POSITION THEM
WITH THEIR INTERSECTION AT A CORNER OF THE DESIRED REGIO +v.
2. T ►44NSMJT A BLANK
P^
3. THE PROGRAM WILL L)RAW A F AIR OF LINES AT THF_ CROSS HAIR
LOCATIONS.
4. 4P POSITIUN THE CROSS HAIRS WITH THEIR IwTEHSECTION AT THE
OPPOSITE CORNER OF THE DESIRED REGION.
r-. TRANSMIT A HLANK
6. THE PROGRAM WILL ORAN A SECOND PAIR OF LINES. THE DESIGNATED
AREA IS NOW OUTLINED ON THE PLOT.
7, AQG'U-'oENTS ARE SET TO PRODUCE THE EAPANDEV PLOT ON .4 SUaSEQUENT
COMMAND, THE PROGRAM WILL REQUEST THE NEXT IGUS COMMAND.
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MARK —MARK S WITH THE CURSOR A POINT FOR LATER kEFEicENCE(TF_KTk0'YI)( ONLY)
THE COMMAND MA QK HILL CAUSE THE CROSS HAIRS TO APPEAR ON THE SC.?EEw.
THEY MAY THEN RE POSITIO14ED WITH THEIR INTERSECTION AT THE DESI-tED
OR14IT (POINT) ON THE ORSSEL PLOT, A BLANK IS THEN TRANSMITTED. THE
PkOGRAM WILL DwAH A CROSS AT THE INTERSECTION AND ASSIGN A LETTEw TO
THE MA;^K, LATER REFERENCE MAY BE MADE TO THESE ORBITS USING THE
COMMAND SELECT.
UP TO FIFTEEN MARKS MAY HE MADE ON OPRSEL PLOTS DUPING ONE IoOS SES-
SION (A THROUGH O), THEIR COORDINATES ARE SAVED UNTIL PPOGRAM TER-
WINATION*
OUF TO THE FI141TE PESOLUTION OF THE TERMINAL SCREEN, MORE PRECISE
MARKS MAY HE 'MADE RY EXPANDING THE ORNSEL PLOT SCALES. USING THE ZOOM
COMMAND * PRIOR TU MAKING THE MARKS.
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SELECT-SELECTS A P 4EUEFI14EU MARK
SELECT 4EUUIRES 014 1004 USE OF THE COMMAND M ARK.	 (HARK 4E A0S T HE QUSI-
TION OF CKOSSHAI k S ON AN ON `'EL PLOT To OE:FINE ANO LABEL AN OP.-+IT--SEE
MARK) SELECT CHOOSES AN UkHIT DEFINED 9Y THE MARK COMMAND ON A
PRE'VI0US Ok-;SEL PLOT FOR FUNTHE' ANALYSIS. THE COMMAND E.NTE"S THE AP-
PROPRIATF ALTITUDE ANO INCLINATION OF rHE ORHIT SELECTED IN' rH iE A96U-
MENT LIST FOR THE COM PA ANOS OkHf)EF, OKHSET AND DECAY. THIS AVOIDS
HAVING TO READ THE COORDINATES ON TH ORHSEL PLOT AND T YPE THEM AS
ARGUMENTS.
EXAMPLE- SELECT.A CAUSES THE ALTITUDE AND INCLINATION ASSOCIATED NITH
THE OKHIT LABELED A BY MARK ON A PREVIOUS ORSSEL
PLOT TO HE ENTERED AS ORBOE F ARGU-+ENTS.
THE ARGUMENT TOL IS NOT USED.
!
COMMAND SELECT	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES,
AkGUMENT
	 DEFAULT VALUE ANO UNITS	 VALIU RANGE
(1) MARK	 a	 ALPHABETIC
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4 LnN,;ITUOF_ OF ASCENDING NODE
I	 h ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE
6 TIME OF PERIGEE (RELATIVE TO 00 GMT JAN1)
FO P
 CONVENIENCE• IF THF_ PERIGEE IS SET TO ZRQQ, A CIKCUL4R ORBIT WILL
9E ASSUMEO,
THF TIRE OF PERIGEE IS ENTFRFD IN DAYS,HOU N S,MINuTES,SECD lgnS AS A
SINGLE DECI M AL NUM ►iER * FOR EXAMPLE. 43 GAYS. 13 HOUQS, 55 MINUTES,
AND 0 SECONDS WOULD 6E E^JTc,tED AS 4 3135500. TIME OF PERIGEE_ IS REFER-
ENCED TO THE FIRST ASCENOI,NG NODE WRT PERIGEE PRECESSION.
THE FIWS`^ T ilkEE ARGUMENTS MAY RE SET SY THE COMMAND SELECT TU M ATCH A
MA RK ON WIN ORHSEL PLOT,
THE LAUNCH CO MMAND MAY BE USED PRIOR TO OR6DEF TO AVOIu CUMtiEdSOME
FNTPY OF ThE LAST THREE UH i3ITAL ELEMENTS, THEY A--E THEN C OMPUTED
TO PLACE THE PERIGEE DIRECTLY OVER THE LAUNCH SITE AT LAUNCH TIME.
AFTER ENTERING Okl^OEF FURTHER STUDY OF THE ORBIT MAY ►3E MADE WITH+ THE
COMM ANDS STPLNG, S?'PTOn, OR GNOTkK.
OPTIONAL DATA THAT CAN BE REQUESTED WITH THIS CO MMA ND INCLUDES
1. RELATIVE MOTION OF THE NODE '4HT EA u TH, 'NRT SUN ANO INE,^TIAL
IN DFGREES/NO0AL PEkIO0 AND DEUREES/r)AY
2. -^FL.TIME AOTION OF PERIGEE wRT NODE IN OEGREES/NODAL PE,(IOU
AND DEGkEES/DAY.
3. PLOT OF DISTANCE U'ETWEEN ASCENDING NODES VERSUS TIRE. OIS-
TANCE IS MEASURED IN NM OR KM AND DEG ka7ES ANO TIME I5 IN DAYS
AND ORBITAL P4SSES.
THF PROGRAM WILL ASK:	 MORE ORBITAL INFO?(Y/N)
A Y RES PONSE (YES) WILL DISPLAY THE ADDITIONAL DATA. N 'RESULTS IN NO
OPTIONAL INFORMATION.
EXAMPLE- ORaDEF9700.9?00.930 DEFINES A 7)0 HY 200 ( NM OR KM) FLLINTI-
CAL ORBIT 'WITH .30 OE:GREES INCLIwATION.
COM M AND ORHDEF	 IS VALID IN ALL MOnES. IT WILL ERASE T H E SC-tEEN AND
INITIATE A ORRDEF	 PLOT. THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS MAY THEN ^3E USED TO
ENH ANCE THE PLOT. LABEL
1
	
Ad r7U M F(%IT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	
VALIO RA,4CE
(I ' APG	 1*6000E+02 NM,	 2.9632E+02 KA	 .F+IJO	 To	 1.0000E+2U
PF..R	 .E+00	 NM.	 .E+00	 Km	 .F:+00	 T( ► 	 1.OPUOE.+?_U
(3) INC	 2.8500E+01 DEG	 .F+00	 To
	 1.li090+0l
(4) LON	 .E+00	 DEG	 -3.6000E+0? To 3.h000F.+!)e




	 OHMS	 -1.0000E+20 To	 1.0000E+20
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OKQSE T-0 Q,A I T OEF I N I T I ON •a I ThOUT OUTPUT
ORRSET	 IS THE SAME
	
AS OR!30EF. RUT NO OUTPUT IS P-t')DUCED. FOK
MORE	 INFOr4 M ATION SEE THE COMMAND URBOEF.
COMMANO 04RSET IS VALID	 IN ALL	 !ODES.
A46UMENT i1EFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	 VALID 'MANGE
(1)	 A P G 1*6000E_+02 NM, 2.9632E+02 KM	 . F +00 TO	 1.0000E+20
(2)	 P ER .t+00	 NM. . F +00
	
KM	 .E+00 TO	 1.0000E+20
(3)	 INC 2.d50^,E+01 DEG	 .E+00	 TO 1.8000E+02
(4)	 LON .E+00 DEG	
—3.5000E+02 TO 3.6000E+02
(5)	 ARP .E+00 OEG	 —3.6000E+02 TO 3.6000E+02
(6)	 TOP .F_+00 OHMS	 —1.0000E+20 TO 1.0000E+20
i
f
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04PSAA-0 kAIT OF FINITIUN USING A.E ANn A-3CEND1 1,4 1, G400E TIME




4 LO-V(; I TUnE OF T"E ASCEND :''VG +UUt
-i %WGlJ 6 PVT OF PEQ IGEE
6, TI ME tJF THE FIRST ASCENDING; NUDE (KELoTIVF' TO 00 (,AT JANI)
THE TImE OF THP FI R ST ASCFNOING NODE IS ENTE 4EQ IN DAYS,"OUKS• -iINUTES•
SECONDS AS A SI N+;LE OFCIfAAL NUMBER. FOk E<AMPLEo 47 nAYS• 5 HOU&S• 33
MINUTES. Arlo 1 =• SECONDS :r0ULD HE ENTERED AS 47053315.
FO P P XA MPLE:	 OR-6-M A1300..01928 OEFINES AN Ok(iIT 'aITH 2r+ OE(i ,? EES IN-
CLI NATION. AN ECCE+`dTR ICITY OF 0.01 AND A SF A I MAJOR AXIS OF 3Un NM*
AN OPkIT CA N
 ALSO 9E UFFINE i) USI14G AN ALTE+-+NATE OR iJITAL ELEMENT SET HY
kEFFRENCING T`iF COMMANDS Of HDEF OR ORRSET,
COMmANO 0-4RSMA	 IS VALID IN ALL M0liE5.
A P GGJME-NlT r)EFAULT VALUE AND UNITS VALIn RANGE
(1) SMA 1.5000E+02 Nmo 2 .7780E"02 KM	 .t+00 TO	 1.0000E+20
(2) FCC .F+00 .E+00	 To 1.0000E+00
(3) I 1 4C 2.8500E +01 UEG .E+00	 TO l.ts000E +02
(4) LON .F+UU OEG —3.5000E +02 	TO 3.6000E+02
(5) A!•1R .F.+00 DEG —3.5000E+02	 To .3.6 000E+U2
(6) TAN, . E +UU OHMS —1.00OOE.+?0	 TO 1.0000E+2U
E
OH Q SHw	 I64)
ORkSHN — SHO WS OktilTS
THE OPPITAL ELEMENTS OF USEFUL ORBITS TU IGOS U5
(;FNEQAL ACCESS DATA FILE. THE ORHSH* COMMAND LI
THESF OR?iITS• NHICH M&Y 4E 4EFEkENCED U.iING THE
47f1iTIU nt^ TOT^+E FILE• CALL 9ATTELLEs
COMMAND O+±NSHw 	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES*
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oRkAF T-SELFCTS AN OP8I T
T4F COMMANO U r AG ET IS USEU TO kEFE-tENCE A PAR T ICULAP OHR I T FNOil THE
O g 4TT DATA F ILE FOW pWO(0RA^ USE. THE AR- ;UMENT IS THE I,)ENTIFICATIUN
CODE OF TwE QF S i KEn JR N I T.
A LIST OF AVAIL4-1LF OR A IT DESC N I PTION S AimU THEI P IOENTI F ICITION CODES
,4AY RE OHTA INFO US IN6 THE ORSSHw COMMAND.
EXAMPLE- 0R4GFT.1 4E^JUESTS THE F IkST OhSIT OF THE 0 4 6IT DATA FILE FOrt
PR06HAr! USE,
COMMAND 04R6ET	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES.
APGUMENT	 OEF4ULT VALUE ANO UNITS 	 VALID 4AMiE
i 1I CODE	 1.0000t+00	 1.0000E+00 To 2.5000t+O1
LAUNCh
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LAUNCH+-UEFINES THE LAUNCH SITE FUR AEGI NNI NG AN utrRIT
LAUNC4 DEFINES THE LAUN m SITE AND TIME TU DEFINE THE UR k IT LONGITUDE
OF NODES. ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE• AND TIME OF PERIGEE.
LAUNCH SITE UPTIONS ARE
ETk=EASTERN TEST RANGE
wTk =WESTERN TEST RANGE
WAL-N=WALLOPS ISLAND(N0tg THEk y AZIMUTHS)
WAL —S=WALLO PS ISLANO(SOUTHERN AZIMUTHS)
SAN MARC=SAN MARCU ISLAND
TIME IS ENTEREO IN GAYS OF THE YEAH ANO G ENT HOURS.
EXAMPLE-LAUNCH.WTR915+22
THIS IS A LAUNCH FROM wTH ON JAN 15 AT 22 HOUd S GMT.
COMMAND LAUNCH	 IS VALID IN ALL MODE'S,
ARGUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE ANO UNITS	 VALID RANGE
(1) LSITE	 NONE	 ALPHABETIC
(2) (SAY	 .E+00	 DAYS	 .E+00	 TO 3.obOOF+02
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SITE —REFERENCE SITE U P14IT UPUATIrvG
THE S[TE CO MMAND UPDATES U ►iHITAL P ARA METERS To REFLECT THE PASSAGE OF
A SP ACECPAFT OVER SOME REFERENCE SITE AT A SPECIFIC TIME.
THE ARGUMENTS ARE -
LNG=LONGITUDE OF THE HEFERENCE SITE
	
(DEGREES)
LAT=LATITUDE OF TtiF kEFERENCE SITE
	 (DEG-4EES)
Gm T=TI ME OF SPACECRAFT PASSAGE OVER THE SITE
(RELATIVE TO 00 GMT JAN19 +/ —DDHHM,oSS )
ARP=ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE
	 (!)EGkEES)
THE TI ME OF PASSAGE IS ENTERED IN DAYS g HOURSoMINUTES.SECONOS AS A
SINGLE DECI MAL NUMHEK. THE SIGN OF THE TIME OETE9MINES WHET HFR THE
P ASSAGE IS TO THE NORTH (POSITIVE) OR TO THE SOUTH (NE ,.;ATIVE) OVER THE
SITE.
EXAMPLE: SITE +150920 +125053015990 SPECIFIES A NORTH PASSAGE OVEP 150
DEGREES LONGITUDE AND 20 DEGREES LATITUDE ON DAY 125 OF THE
YEA-t AT S HOURS. 30 MINUTES AND 15 SECUNDS GMT. THE ARGUMENT
OF PERIGEE IS 90 DEGREES.
THE _ARGUMENTS ARE USED TO CALCULATE THE CURRENT LONGITUDE OF THE AS-
CENDING NODE• TI'IE OF PERIGEE• AND THE ARGuMENT OF PERIGEE. TO UPDATE
THE APOGEE- PEi±irEE OR INCLINATION OF THE ORHIT REFERENCE THE COMMANDS
ORHOEF, OH9SE - 0 1t 0646S'4A.
COMMAND SITE IS	 VALID IN ALL MODES.
ARGUMENT +lEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS VALTD RANGE
(1)	 LNG .E+00 DEG —3.6000E+02 TO 3.6000E+G2
(?_)	 LAT .F_+00 DEG —9.0000E+01 TO 9.0000E+01
(3)	 GMT .E+00 OHMS —1.0000E +20 TO 1.0000E +20
(4)	 ARP
.E+00 DEG —3.6000E+02 TO 3.6000E+02
SUNANG
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SUNANG
—OEFINES SUN ANGLE HEOUIREMENT
THE SUN ANGLE IS THE ANGLE HETwEEN THE EARTH —SUN AND EAPTH—SATELLITE
VECTORS. WHEN THE SUH—SATELLITE POINT IS AT LOCAL NOUN THE SUN aN6LE
IS ZERO • AT LOCAL MIDNIGHT THE ANGLE IS 160.
THE VALUE LIMITS THE LOCAL LIGHTING CONDITIONS FUR POKTIUNS OF THE
tA P TH CONSIGEPFO VIE4ED IN THE OUTPUT FROM THE LASS AND STPLneG
COMMANDS.
EXAMPLE- SUNANG9Q0 REQUIRES THE SUN —EARTH—SATELLITE A+vGLE TO 8E LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO 90 DEGREES FUR ALL PLOTTING WITH
THE PASS AND STPLN(i COMMANDS.
COMM AND SUNANG	 IS VALID) IN ALL M00ES.
ARAUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	
VALID RANGE
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SWATH-SELECTS A 6ROUNO SWATH
THE COMMAND SWATH IS USED TO REFERENCE A PARTICULAR SENSOR GROUND
SWATH FOP PKOGRAta L1SE-
THF FIRST ARGUMENT IS THE ALPHABETIC NAME OF THE SENSOR GROUND SWATH
SELECTED. A LIST OF AVAILABLE SENSOR GROUND S4ATHS MAY HE OHTAINED
USING THE COMMAND SHwSWT. THE NAME SENSOR MILL FORCE USE OF THE I.GOS
SENSOP MOnEL-
THE SECOND ARGUMENT DEFINES OR CHANGES THE SUN ANGLE REQUIREMENT- THE
ANGLE BFTNEEN THE EARTH-SUN AND EA TH-SATELLITE VECTORS IN DEGREES.




	 REQUESTS THE SENSOR GROUND SWATH, SINGLE,
AND A 70 DEGREE SUNANGLE REQUIREMENT.
COMMAND SWATH	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES.
A RGUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID RANGE
(1) NA ME	 SENSOR	 ALPHABETIC
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SHwSwT-SHOWS SENSOR GHOUNU SWATH DATA
THE COMMAND SHwSwT LISTS THE SENSOk GROUND SWATH DATA FO P	ALL 5w4TmS
THAT MAY HE REFE gENCED USING THE COMMAND SWATH, EACH SWATH 4AS PRE- v
VIOUSLY DEFINED wITH THE COMMAND DEFSwT.
i.
COMMAND SHWSWT	 IS V4LIO IN ALL MODES.
E
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DEFSwT-DEFINES SENSOR GROUND SWATH DATA
A SENSOR GROUND SWATH IS DEFINF_D BY ENTERING AN ALPHABETIC NAME AND
TWO ON FOUR DISTANCES 4ELATIVF_ TO THE SUFI —SATF_LLITE CENTE R LINE
(POSITIVE-LEFT)• EACH PAIR OF DISTANCES DEFINES THE STAPT AND STOP OF
A SWATH. FOR FXAMPLE-
DEFS 14T.SINGLF+-10091009090	 DEFINES A SWATH NAMED SINULE WHICH
EXTENDS 100 NM OR KM ON EITHE P SIDE
OF THE CENTER LINE.
nEFSWT900UHLE+-7004-300.400++300 DEFINES A SWATH NAMFO DOUHLE
WHICH EXTENDS FROM 300 TO 700 ON
THE LEFT .ANU FROM 400 TU oOO ON
THE MIGHT.
THE SWATH NAME AND GROUND SWATH DATA ARE SAVED FOR LATER REFERENCES
UP TO TEN SENSOR GROUND SWATHS MAY BE DEFINED. KEFERENICE TO A PARTI-
CULAR SENSOR MAY HE MADE USING THE COMMAND SWATH.
THE UNITS (NM OK KM) ARE DETERMINED y Y THE SELECTED UNITS OPTION.
t4HEN USF9 WITH AN ELLI PTICAL ORHIT THE SWATH IS ASSURED PROPURTIUNAL
TO THE ALTITUDE .vITH THE DEFINED VALUES AT THE AVERAGE ALTITUDE,
THE NAME SF_NSOP IS RESERVED FOR THE. IGOS SENSO P
 MODEL AND THE ARGUMENT
V4LUFS WILL BE IGNORED*
TO UPDATE GPOUND SWATH DATA RE-ENTER THE APPROPRIATE SENSOR NAME FOL-
LOWEO yY THE NEW DATA IN A SECOND DEFSWT COMMAND.
COMMAND DEFSWT	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES.
ARGUHENT DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS VALID RANGE
(1) NAME ALPHABETIC
(2) X1 .E+00 NM• .F+00 KM -1.0000E+20 TO 1.0007E+20
(3) X2 .E+00 NM, .E+00 KfA -1.0000E+20 TU 1.0000E+20
(4) X3 .E+00 NM. .E+00 KM -1.0000 -.+20 T o 1.0000E+20
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nEFMOU-DEFINES A SENSOR SWATH MODE GROUND TRACF.
4 SENSOR MODE TS DEFINED dY ENTERING AN ALP H ABE TIC NA ME AND THE START
AND STOP LOCATIONS OF UP TO Two VIEWING BANDS RELATIVE TO THE SATEL-
LITE NADIR USING CROSSTRACK AND OOwN 4ANGE GEOMETRY.
THE AN I,UMFNTS ARE AS FOLLOwS-
NAME=NA ME OF SENSOR MODE
CRSI=CROSS TRACK DISTANCE FROM THE NADIR TO THE START OF
SAND 1 COVERAGE
	
( NM OR KM)








DWN2=00wN RAN(7iE DISTANCE FROM THE NA DIR TO THE ENO 11F
HAND 1 COVERAGE	 (NM OR KM)
CkS3o0WN3.CPS4,0WN4= SIMILAR ARGUMENTS TO DEFIivE BANG 2
CUVERAGE
POSITIVE_ DISTANCES ARE TO THE LEFT OF THE SATELLITE AND IN THE DIREC-
TION OF THE SATELLITE"S MOTION. OF TO 10 SENSOR S WA TH MODES CAN HE OE-
FINEn, FOR EXAMPLE-
DFFMO+) g SI+NGLEs')+0.-100,100 DEFINES A SWATH MOOE9 SINGLE, WITH ONE
RAND VIEWING TO THE KI(iHT AND TO THE
FRONT OF THE SPACECRAFT AT 45 DEGREES
FROM THE NADIR TO 100 NH CkOSST P ACK AND
DOWNRANGE.
THE SWATH MUOE NAME AND ASSOCIATED DATA ARE SAVED FOP LATER r(EFEHE(4CE
HY THE COMMAND DEFSKO TO SCHEDULE SENSOR VIEWING TIMES.
THE UNITS (NM OR KM) AR E UETERMINED HY THE SELECTED UNITS OPTION.
WHEN USED WITH AN ELLIPTICAL OPBIT THE SENSOR COVERAGE IS ASSUMED PRO-
POR TIONAL To THE ALTITUDL9 WITH THE DATA E14TEQED DE F INED Fok THE AVER-
AGE ALTITUDE.
TO UPDATE SWATH MODE DATA kE-ENTER THE APPROPRIATE SENSOR NAME F'JL -
LOVED yY THE NEW DATA 'IN A SECOND OFF+AOU COMMAND*
COMMAND DE FAOD I5 VALI D 	IN ALL MODES-
AWGUMENT DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS VALID PANGE
(1) N AM E_ ALPHABETIC
(2) CPS1 .F_+00 NM. .E+00 KM -1.0000E+20 TO 1.0000E+20
i	 (3) nWnil . F +00 N M• . E+00 KM - 1.0000E+70 TU I.00UOE+?0
(4) CKS2 -F+00 NM• .E+00 KM -1.0000E+20 TO 1.0000E+20
(5)
i
04N2 .E+00 NM. . F +00 KM -1.0000F+?0 TO 1.0000E+20
(6) C W S3 .E+00 (JM, -r+00 K-A - 1.0000~.+20 TO :.0000E+?0
(7) p wN3 .F+00 NMr .F+00 K 111 - 1.0000F'+20 TU 1.0000E+20
(H) CRS4 . E +00 NM9 .E+00 K'A -1.0000F+20 TO 1.0000E+20
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SHNMO') -SHOWS SENSO ►t SOATH MODE DATA
THE SMw M Ui) COMMAND LISTS THE SENSOw MOUE OATA FOH ALL SENSOH MOUES
THAT MAY RE KEFEPENCED USING THE COMMANU DEFSKD. EACH 14UDE WAS NKE-
VIOUSLY UEFINEO WITH THE COMMAND UEFMOU.
COMMAND SmW m0O	 IS VALID IN' ALL MOUES.
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nEFSK()-0EFIIVE5 A SENSOR SNATH MODE SCHEDULE
THE DEFSKD C04 04ANO SCHEDULES SENSOR 400E OPERATIUN5 I )UkI lg b AN uRHITAL
PASS. THE FO UR AR(iUME,vTa ARE AS FOLLUaS:
CODE = SCHEDULE CODE
NA ME = SENSOR MUnE NAMF.
TIME1= TI NE FRom THE ASC f-:NUING NUDE TO BEGIN OPERATIO N (SIN)
TI4EP= TI NE FROM THE ASCENDING NUDE TO ENO OPERATION 	 (;AIN)
FOa EXA MPLE: DEFSKO.I.SINGLE90+20 SCHEDULES THE SENSOR SWAT" MODE,
SINGLE• TO m5E OPERATIONAL THE FIRST 20 MINUTES FOLLOWING EACH ASCEND-
INr NODE CROSSING.
SENSOR ADDES SCHEDULED FOR OPERATION MUST HE P4EVIOUSLY DEFINED USING
THE DEFMOD COM MAND, A SENSOR MODE CAN AE SCHEDUUEO FOR MORE THAN UNE
TIME PFRIOn DURING AN ORBITAL P ASS 8Y REPEATED USE OF THE OEFSKI) CUM-
'NANO.
UP TO 20 TIRE PENIOUS MAY 8E DEFINED DURING AN UR ►bITAL PASS TO SCHED-
ULE VARIOUS SENSOR MODE UPERATIUNS.
TO MODIFY SCHEDULE DATA, EiNTER A DEFSKD COMMAND v4ITH THE APPROPRIATE
SCHFnULF CODE FO i^ THE DATA	 TO 9E CHANGED * 4ND	 ThE 14ER DATA.
COMMANU DEFSKD IS VALID IN ALL MOUES.
ARGUMENT !)EFAULT	 VALUE AND UNITS VALID RANGE





.F+00 -MIN .E+00	 TO	 1.0000E+20
(k)	 TI VE2 .E+Q0 MIN .E+00	 TU	 1.0000E+20
,I
It.
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SHWSKD-SHONS THE SENSOR S-vQTH MUDS SCHEDULE
THE SHISKD CO MM ANO LISTS TrE CURRENT SENSOR MODE SCHEDULE REFEKENCEO
AY THE 4PASS COMMAND I.N PLOTTING OkBITAL PASSES WI TH MULTIPLE SENSOR
OPF..RATIO NS DURING ONE ORHITAL PASS.
TO nFFINE A SCHEDULE E NITHY. HEFEHENCE THE OEFSKD COMMAND.
COMMANO SH W SKD	 IS VALIO IN ALL -MOUES.
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THE GROU111f) TkACK PLOT IS A MAP OF A PORTION OF THE EAKTH---; SUe..FACE.
THE ARGUMENTS DEFINE THE REGION OF I:dTE ►+EST. THE RESOLUTION OF THE
wORLO MAP TMAT MAY 8E ADUED TO THE PLOT• AND THE PLOT PROJECTIUN.
LNG1•LNG2= T ,+E LONGITUDE RANGE
LATI9LAT2= THE LATITUDE kANGE
F IRE= THE DISTANCE 8ETwEEN THE CLOSEST SN AP POINTS TO 6E
PLUTTEO DIVIDED INTO THE MAP wIDTH FINE=n W ILL
SKIP ALL MAP POINTS AND SAVE EX=CUTION TINE.
i4RJ= THE PROJECTION OPTIOI`!
T,it PROJECTION OPTIONS ARE
LL=LATITUDE—LONGITUDE
PN=POLAP AHOUT THE NuRTH POLE
PS=POLuk A60UT THE SOUTH POLE
EXAMPLE— GNOT RK 9
-16091809-90990+1009LL WILL PRODUCE A LNG —LAT PLOT OF
THE ENTIRE EARTH WITH A REASON-
A ►3LE NUMHER OF POINTS ON THE
MAID,
IF OP ;41T GROUND TRACKS AkE TO RE PLOTTED USING THE PASS COMMAND
AN 0Ra0EF. OKR^ET OR 0Rj3S'4 A COMMAND MUST HE ENTERED PRIOR TO PLOTTING
P ASSES TO nEFI NE T-,E 04'jIT OF 14TEPEST.
COmm4ND GNOTRK	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES. IT WILL EkASE THE SCPEEN AND
INITI ATF Q tiN,)TkK	 PLOT. THE FOLLOnING COMMANDS mAY THEN HE USED TO
ENHANCE THE PLOT. LABEL
	
MAP	 PASS	 ZOOM	 Tr(KSIT
OR4LNG	 OKwTOU	 EXPSIT	 MPASS
APGUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS
	
VALID RANGE
(1) Lw61	 —1.8000E+02 DEG	 —3.5000E+0? TO 1.8000E +02
(2) L`462	 1.8000E+02 DEG	 —1.3000E+02 TO 3.6000E+02
(3) LAT1	 —8.0000E+01 OEG	 —9.0000E+01 TO 9.0000E+01
(w) LAT2	 8.0000E+01 DEG	 —9.0000E+01 TO 9.0000E+01
(5) FINE	 1.0000E+62	 9E+00	 TO 1.00!)01+03
(6) PRJ	 LL	 ALPHABETIC
iiAAP	 !. OS MANUAL U"i/UK/79 W AGE	 ^+•
MAP-OkAWS Ail EAkTH MAP 8AC&6WUUN0
THE ,!AW DATA CONSIST OF 10000 DATA 0 0INTS. w l, EN THE (3N)T4K r:OMMANU IS
4iIVFN A SuNSFT OF T-+E DATA IS COPIED Tu A SCKATCh FIIF. T AE SCqATCh
FILE CONSISTS OF T WOSE POINTS WHICH LIE ON THE PORTION OF THE EA"Tm
-3Elvr )IS P L4YEO% AND FlIRTHER APART THAN A -41NIMUM DISTANCE. THE
m l N Imjv4 ►)ISTANCE IS r"F mjoTH OF THE PLOT DIVIDED HY THE FINENESS.
IF THE FINF •vFSS YAS SET TO ZERO NO SCkATCH FILE I5 wKITTE+N ANO 140 HAPS
CAN aE UgAwNo






PASS	 I(;US M ANUAL 03/08/79 h+ AGE	 b5
PASS—L)H44S ORnIT PASSES UN THE GPOUND TRACK PLOT
THE % i i61J IIPITS AKE USED T ,.J CONTROL W HICH P ASSES AKE PLOTTED AND mo w THE





THIS wILL D k AA PISSES 1.29 ANA) 3 KITH A TYPE 7 SWATH PLOT. THE FIRST
PASS HFGI•vS AT LAUNCH ANQ ENDS wITH THE FIRST ASC ENDING EOUATOkIAL
CkUSSING.	 SEVERAL PASS PLOTS MLY HE SUNEQIAP0St!). P Od EXAMPLE
°ASS.195 +7 ANO PASS+6+1097 WILL GIVE THE SAME PL !JT AS PASSi191 #7




3=E7GPS AND GASHED CENTERLINE
4=C R OSS HATCHES ONLY
S=CROSS HATCHES AND SOLID CENTERLINE
A=CROSS HATCHES ANO EDGES
7=CROSS HATCHES+EDGES+DASHED CENTERLINE
SWAT-' CURES 1 THPU 7 SUPN 4ESS PASS LABELING. TO KE_WUEST N PLOT TYPE
WITH PASS NUMHF gS ADD 9 TO THE CODES 1 THKU 7 EACLUDING :. (FUN y TmRU
11 AND 13 T^ RU 115)e
EXAMPLE — P ASS91+?910 WILL DRAW AND NU MDER PASSES 1 AND 2 SHONIIvrS
ONLY SWATH EDGES.
IF A SUN ANGLE LFSS THAN 180 DEG. HAS BEE-N SPECIFIED. OivL" T^-tF
PORTION OF THE SWATH .vITH ADF_OUATE ILLUMINATIUN MILL 8E PLOTTED.
IF A TRACKING STeITIOV IS SPECIFIED WITH T4E TRACK C04MAA09 TmE EARTH
COVFPAGF DISPLAYED I5 LI y ITED TO TINES *HEN T-+E SITE Ca :v VIE'4 THE
SPACECRAFT,
PASS REQUIRES PRIOR USE uF THE OkEiDEF. OR8SET OK OKBS+MA CuMMANvv.
IS V4LI0 IN MUDE5 GNj)T =',KCCOMMAND PASS
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f
'	 MPASS—DkA'dS OkRI T P ASSES hI TH SCHEU'JLED SENSOR SwATH MODES
r
THE MNASS C ( IMMAND PLOTS 0-+4ITAL PASSES Ov THE GRUUNO TRACK DISPLAY
WHERF ONE OR MOWF SENSOR S%ATM MODES A RE OPERATIONAL DURING A SIwuiE
PASS, THE 4,^G(JMCNTS CosATROL WHICH PASSES ARE PLOTTE rl AND HUa: THE
SENSOR aonES ARE REPRESE:,4TE+).
EXAMaLE: MNASS9294.7	 WILL DRAW PASSES 2939 AND 4 USING A TYPE 7
SENSUK MOUE PLOT.
THE SENSOW mOOF PLOT CODES ARE 1-7 AND 9-15. kEFERENCF THE PASS COM-
MAND FOR A UESCKIPTIUN OF NUw EACH CODE REPRESENTS A SENSOR.
ALL ORBITAL PASSES r3EGIN AT THE ASCENDING NUDE. SEVERAL 1400E PASS
PLOTS r . aY H e SOPER I MPOSED. FO k E AAMPLE 9 MP ASS919597 AivO MPASS96•1097
wILL GIVE THE SA ME PLOT AS MPASS9191097.
MPASS RFi)UIKES THE PRIOR USE OF THE O P80EF9 ORBSET OR OQRSMA COMMANDS
TO DEFINE THE OR3IT. SENSOR MODES AND A SCHEDULE OF ONERATIO+4 TIMES
MUST ALSO BF PNEVIOUSLY DEFINED WITH DEFNOU AND DEFSKU COMMANDS.







IS VALID IN MODES GNDTgK
DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS 	 VALID RANGE
1.0000E+00 PASSES	 .E+00	 TO 1.0400E+04
1.0000E+00 PASSES	 .E+00	 TO 1.0000E+04
2.0000E+00	 .E+00	 TO 1.5000E+01
1
6
STt p	I60S MANUAL 03/08/79 lJ A6E	 o7
STE P—DEFINEi THE TI NE iETwEEN MPASS CROSSHATCHING
THE STE P CO -A tA aNO OEFIvFS THE TIME HETAEE:V CROSSHATCHES PLOTTEO Hy THE
MPASS C O M'aANO IN QF QkEStVTI:VG SENSok AGUE COVE"AtiE. THE A N (3U .4 E .VT IS
THE TI ME INTERVAL Id MINUTES,
F,OO EXAMNLF: STEP •15 WILL CAUSE CKUSSHATCHING TO OCCUR EVERY 1ti MIN -




IS VALID IN ALL MOOES.
A P GomE"IT	 +)EFAULT VAL ljE AND UNITS	 VALID RANGE
(1) TI RE	 .E+00	 MIN	 .F+00	 TU 1.4400E+U3
r
-A
TKACK	 IUUi MANOAL Ol/U8/74 ►JAGt
TRACK-DEFINES TRAC<ING STATION REUUIREmEr,4T
THE TRACK COMMANr) DEFINES A TRACKING STATION r?EwUI RFMENT. A g ESTk.IC-
TION OF EARTH COVERAGE TO TIMES WHEN A SNSCEC,4AFT IS I+v VIF* OF A PAR-
TICULAR TKACKI ,,jG SITE.
THE ARGUMFNT IS THE T44CAING STATION OF INTEREST. S OECIFING A SITE
WILL LI M IT THE OUTPUT FHUM THE PASS COM!AAMC.
EXAmPLL- TRACE.auUITO :ILL RESTRICT THE NLOTTI-vv OF okmITAL ►'ASSt5 To
WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS VIEWED RY QUIT0.
COMM AND TRACK	 IS VALID IN ALL MOUES.
A Q GUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE ANO UNITS	 VALID RANGE





TQKSIT	 IvUS MANUAL 03/09/79 PAGE
T kK SIT- ()RAMS TtiE TwACKINo SITE MASKS Uiv THE GRUUNU TRACK PLOT
THE TkAC K I 6, -'i 'SIT= MASKS Ao(E CI R CLES WITH R ADII COMPUTED FNQM THE
ORWTT AVEKAGE (SMA) ALTITUDE• THE SITE ALTITUDE• AND THE MINImuim
ELEVATION ANGLE ABOVE THE LOCAL HOkIZUw.
THE SITES 4.-4 E (-R^)U P EU HY CLASSES.	 ALL SITES WITHIN A CLASS- AR E
"LOTTEL) AT THE S.amE TI ME. UP TO FOUR CLASSES MAY bE PLOTTEU *1ITH EACH
TR K STT COMMAND.
EXAMPLE-TkKSIT.?	 PLuTS ALL CLASS 2 SITES
EXAM PLE-TRk^)IT.4.3.1 PLOTS CLASS 1.3• ANU 4 SITES.
CO kl m 6N() TwKSTT	 IS VALI 1 ) Iry M ODES (^N UTPK
Ap(',UMEyT ^)EFAULT	 VALUE ANO UNITS VALID kbw(^E
(1) COOF1 .F+ou .E+00 TO 1.000OF+01
(2) CODE2 .F+UU .E+OU TO 1.0U00E+01
(3) CUDF3 .E+UO .E+00 TO 1.0000E+01









i.	 SHWSIT-SHUM•S THE DATA FOk A CLASS OF TkACKING SITES
THE SHtg SIT CO MM A^•U LISTS THE TkACKING SITE DATA FOK ALL SITES Iw
THE CLASS S OECIFIED 8Y TmE AkGUiIENT. A ZERO ARGUMENT WILL DISPLAY ALL
TNACKIN6 SITE DATA.
I
EXAMPLF- S w*SIT,1 K ILL A SPLAY THE DATA FOR THE TRACKING STATIO 14S IN
CLASS 1.
COMMAND SmWSIT	 I5 VALID IN ALL MODES.
t	 SHwSIT	 WILL ERASE THE SCREEN
AWGUMFNT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS 	 VALID RANGE
(1) CODE
	








4ES NEw TRACKI vG SITE DATA 0-4 CHANGES EXISTING SITE OATH
A T P 4CKIvcl SITE IS DE F INED B Y ENTERING THE APPROPRIATE DATA FOR THE
FOLLOWING ARGUME:-',JTS-
v4a ,A = TWACKINO SITE NAME
CODE = CLASS NUMHEK
LNr; = L UN(;ITUDE (DEGREES)
LAT = LATITUOE (DEGREES)
ELE _ N+ I NjIMU •a
 ELEVATION ANGLE (DEGREES)
ALT = ALTITUDE (NM OR KM)
THE SITE NAtFE OETErMINES IF A TRACKING STATION IS !iEING DE F INED OR
CHANGED. IF ThE NA ME M ATCHES AN EXISTING, SITE NAME THE COMMAND +SILL
CHINGE THE nATA ASSOCIATED 41TH THE SITE. IF THE NAmE DOES NOT MATCH
THAT OF Aiv ExISTI-W3 STTE, A NEW SITE I5 CHEATED *ITH DATA PROVIDED IN
THE AK(iUMFNT LIST.
WHEN TnE nATA FO P
 AN EXISTING SITE IS TO 8F CHANGED, ZERO AkGU,AENTS
WILL CaUSE THE Ct1-tRESNONDING DATA TO R&M AIN UNCHAVGED.
FXA MNLE- 1).EFSIT.FAlk-IANKS93,0+0.2090 WILL CHANGE FAIR9ANKS TO A CLASS 3
SITE WITH A o4 In'IMUM ELEVATION► ANGLE OF 20 DEG. THE LAT.LONG AND ALT
i
	
?ILL NOT .iE CHA(gGEG.
COMMAND DEFSIT	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES.
t	 A RGUME N T	 oEF4ULT VALUE AND UNITS
	 VALID RANGE
(1) NA M E	 ALPHABETIC
(2) CODE	 1.0000F+00	 1.O000(c+00 TO 1.UOnUE+O1
1
	
(3) LNG	 .F+,10	 DEG	 -3.6000E+02 TO 3.600UE+02
(4) LAT	 .F+OO	 DEG	 -4.0000E+01 TO 4.0000E+01
(S) ELF
	 .E+00	 DEG	 .E+00	 TO a.0OOOE+01
(6) ALT	 .E+UO	 NM,	 .E+00	 KM	 -1.0000E:+20 TU 1.0000E+,'_G
kLf) t1J to w Mco
N	 V-+
^'=c-l^r',^'—^°T..^,^.^n•:a•-mower' ..+^..nr ram s: 1u^4".+^^sr"^ ..... ^..^
.,,	
.	
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STPTkK-Pkoo UCES aw okHIT TRACKING STATION COVE PAGE PLUT
A T a ACKIvC, STATION COVEkAGE PLOT IS A G ►?NPH OF THE VIEWING SCHEDULE
^.	 FOR A SATELLITE IN ORHIT SY A PAKTICULAR TRACKINb STATION IN G ,4 T TIME
OF DAY VENStjS TIRE IN DAYS FRO" LAUNCH, THE ARGUMENTS DEFINE THE
` y
	TIMES OF INTE&iEST.
[	 DAY19DAY2 = TI ME PERIOD (DAYS FROM LAUNCH)
6m TIsCMT2 = TIME OF DAY kANGE (GREENWICH + AEAN TIME
-.	 HUUKS • 0-24	 )
FXAMPLF- G MT1=10+GMT2=15 IS 10 AM TO 3 Pm
-	 SITE = TRACKI NG STATION
EXAMPLE- STPTRK9 0*6+0.12oUUITO WILL PRODUCE A MORNING; SATELLITE VIEW-
•.	 ING SCHEDULE FROM THE TRACKING STATION. QUITO
FO R
 THE FIRST WEEK AFTER LAUNCH.
t THE CUM •, A.,4r) OkkDEF OR ORkSET MUST 14E ENTERED PRIOR TO THE COM 14AN-D STP-
TRK TO UEFI +vE THE SATELLITE ORBIT.
i
.	 STPTWK IS VALID 014LY FOk CIRCLLAR OKSITS.
4	 COMMAND STPTRK	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES. IT WILL EwASE THE SCwEEN AND
t.	 INITIATV A STNTPK	 PLljT. THE FGLLOwING COMMANDS MAY THEN BE USED TO
ENHANCE THE PLOT, L AHEL	 zoom
APGUMFNT
	 ;)EFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID RANGE
(1) DAY1	 .E+00	 DAYS	 .E+00
	
TO 3.6iSnOE+02
(2) DAY?	 1.0000E+01 DAYS	 .E+00	 TO 3.6500E+02
(3) GM TI	 OF +U0	 HRS	 .E+00	 TO 2.4000E+01
(4) GMT?	 2.4000E+01 HRS	 .E+00	 TO 2.4000E+01
(5) SITE	 ALPHA3ETIC
i
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r)EFEXP — .JE F IPJES A NEw EXat,KI r-+ENT SITE Uot CHANGES E X ISTING SITE OATA
AN F XPfQlm F:vT SITE IS A SPECIFIC LOCATION OR AREA DE F INED RY ENTEPING
UP TO TEN LONOITUDE—LATITUOE PAIRS TO DESCPIHE THE SITE. THE ARGU+4ENT
IS T-IF. (WAF OF THE EXPE L41 M ENT SITE, IF THE NAME MATCHES AN EXISTING
f	 SITE NA m F. THE romm-i;vD MILL CHANGE. THE DATA ASSOCIATED wITH THAT SITE.
OTHEkw15F A NEw EXPE*1P .hErdT SITE IS CkEATED,
THE LONATTU')F — LATITUDE COUkOINATES AJ+E INPUTED EITHER MANUALLY Ok H",
P OSITI fiNING THE C RO SSHAIrcS CURSOR ON THE GPOUND TRACK DISPLAY. I F AN
ARE's IS KEING DEFINED• THE P NOGKAW, RETURNS To THE STAi4TI y G LOCATION TO
COMPLETE THE OEFINITION ANU INSURE A CLOSED kEGIUiV.
I
COOPOINL TES W HFN INPUTFU MANUALLY ARE GIVEN ONE AT A TIME ON REWUEST




L0NrTTU0ES ''UST HE c3ETwEEN —360 AND 350 DEGREES AND LATITUDES BETWEEN
-4(1 A(q l) aU ^)E(34 LFS.	 YHE•J _LL COORDINATES HAVE tsEEN ENTE R ED, ENTER
$ 'STOP" TO Tc. k + A IiV4TE THE 0EFINITIOJV PROCESS.
ON T H E (i,:i)UNn TRACK OISP LAY THE CkOSS-1A1 6?S CURSUr+ IS ILLU M INC,TED TU
INPUT CoO w nINtI TES. POSITIO•v T?Elk INTEkSECTION AT THE DESIkEn LON6I-
TUDE 4NO LPTITUUE A,v +^ THEN ENTER A '{LANK. THE CKUSSHAIRS GILL CONTI -
NUF TO h F AP O EAP FOP kEPOSITIONING AND ADDITIONAL DEFINING UNTIL THE
N OSITIONIN(; TH= CKOSSH4IriS CURSOR ON THE GROUND TRACK DISPLAY. IF AN
AREA IS HEI^JG nEFIN. E0 * THE PROGkAM RETURNS TO THE STARTING LOCATIUrd TO
COMPLETE -THE nEFINITION AND INSURE A CLOSED NEGIUN*
COOROIN , TES wH N I MP UTED m ANUALLY ARE GIVEN OJVE AT A TI M E ON RL441JEST
AS NOTFO IN THE FOLLOW 1 1\16 EXAMPLE.
LWNIGIT+ JOE +LA T ITtJDE= --
	
—154.45
LONGITU.JES ^.UST rsE r3ET vEEij —360 AND 3bU DEG R EES ANF) LATITUDES BETwEEN
—90 AND 90 OEG w EPS. WHt"v ALL COORDINATES HAVE 6EEr y E NTE P EO• ENTER
"STOP" TO TEo4iATN:+TE TH E +DEFINITION PWOCFSS.
ON THE i;KOJNO TRACK DIS P LAY THE CkOSSHAIKS CJJ PrSOk IS ILLUMINATED Tu
INPUT COO ,+nT^JATES.	 N0 1;ITI(J +v THEIR I l\JTENSECTIO N AT THE DEST ►RED t_UNr^I-
TUDE ANO LATITODF A^JrJ THE" N ENTEK A B LANK. THE CkUSSHAIRS WILL CUNTI -
+jUF. TO 
aFr P P EA k FOK KE P OSITIUNING AND AWATIONAL DEFININii UNTIL THE
C R ()SSHCIK L^ ai:F A (JVFI) To TmE 4OTTUN• OF THE TER+IINAL SCREEN TO ENO THE
OFFI N,ITIOrd NNO(;ESS.
CO M•^'aNLJ '. )FFEX P 	IS VaLIO IN ALL MOOES.
APGU miF.-%T	 DEFAULT VALUE ANU UNITS 	 VALID kANGE
(1) NA I-iF	 ALPHABETIC
s	 •
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.;HM;FXP- ShU liS EXPt a I .%IENT SITE DATA
THE SH ,4FXP C0 14MAND LISTS EXPERIMENT SITE DATA FOk TH E SITES SPECIFIED





'SILL LIST ALL THE EXPERIMENT SITES DEFINED ANN)
I	 THEIR RESPECTIVE LONUITUDE ANU LATITUDE KANGES.
Sm wEXP,UHIU WILL DISPLAY THE LONGITUDE-LATITUDE COOkDI,'vATES
DEFINING THE EXPERIMENT SIT£+ UHIO.
COMMAND SliwEXP
	 IS VALID IN ALL 'MODES.
SHWFXN	 RILL ERASE THE SCREEN
A4 UMEWT
	
DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID RANGE





F j(PSI T	 ?r70S MANUAL 03/00/74 NAGt
ExPSIT— r )kAwS a% ►"x-Ei:I ,+EvT SIT F ON THE vPUUND TRA CK OLUT
THE E.!(N!^ IT Co'-4:41) f)- t4S E.X ^EwIMENT SITES ON THE 6W) r.1N!J T RA CK t)ItiPLAY.
AN F XPF "j ,
 f_-%T SITt IS AN AK A OK LOCATION OF INTEREST SUCH A:^, A STATE
r) ►i A CIT e.
THE A -t,-,(J._1T IS THE 'JA m F OF TnF EAPE-+IMENIT SITE TU kE PLOTTED.
EXAMPLE —
 c X P S 'Tq ::iATTELLE WILL PLOT TAE EXPEkIM` ^aT SITF W ATTELLE UN
THE GROUND T RA CK UISPLAY.
TO nE'FI'iE at FXNrRI .iEiNT SITF. REFEkENCE T •iE CU %I M ArvO OEFEXP.
COMMA ,v() r XP z;TT	 IS VaLlrl I . 1 -14C )ES (;W!)TuK
A rt iU lAEvT	 •ErAULT VALUE ANJ UNIT; 	 VALID 64 4,4r-t
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1'^i NL n:^i- ^cFIVE^. Uv Tt- i Gic0T-?t, DISPLA Y . A ST N LNG RANGE
!)Wv, LN• 4ZY -,F WN EO Tj `)tr Itit
 
VALUE` AND n ►+ ON UN THE SC-+FE ti TrtE
aAr°fE OF L0), 1 6ITU , FSAT A uIVt N LaTITU)E FUk THE STPLN6 COV Ek-
AGF 01S P L A Y,	 TTY 0t-, E " ,% TIuv IS AS FULLUw%
1. T-+E CrvS,-+AIK CURSO P S 4KE ILLUMINATED.
T A E' 115r «: P nSITI(,,+ :S Tr+EIk I -jrEKSECTIoN AT 0 14E F-vo uF
THE L,',N-4lTt:,.,E - ANNE AT THE 0EsI ►= E0 LATITUDE.
;. r -%'TV *i A -iLANK.
4. " Vr NT IC A L TIC K IS DRAWN AND THE CRUSSMAIKS A kE
-; r - ILLJ kl I vATE ).
^. N0tiITI0- ,' T— x, CURSOW (VERTICAL C R OSS"AI q ) AT T"E
IjTnFN Ea,_) sic THE UESIkEU LU146ITUDE_ RA NGE.
n. ENT rq A nLA1n.
7. ; SFCQwn VE ;4 TIC4L TICK AND A Hd+^I7_UNTAL LINE WILL
e-.F THE PrW(iRAM wIL!_ THEN R F- w UEST THE NEXT
T,t)S ! U M ^AV^I.
A 5t)k j ► t 1+.lENT ST P L'g k- Co m m riU FILL P P UDU CE A COVERAGE 'LOT FOk
T-4F aqv;;f SHU P:+ .: - N TFiE SCKEE N . wUTE. i)^r,^Lr:G SETS ONLY L^ (il •
LNra. ANN LAT .
 T-E: q E-4Alv1N„ STPLtuI; urt,3UMENTS ukE UNAFFECTEu.
C,Ut^^1ntii; )+- ^1_^v '^	 IS VaLID IN MUDES GNOTgK
NO ARGU-ENTS
I-)daT(Ii)	 IGUS MAN UAL 03/UR / 7 4 P AGE
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^)^MTO!?-.)EFI +ES• O t^ j T-iE GwUT*++( OK STNLN(, oIS PLAYS. A STNTOD LuC4TION
')a ►.T0) . -, A y -+E US!u TU ! )t F IvE T r• E KEFE w E'vCE LATITUUF AN IJ LO*Ji,ITUi1E
FO ►+ A ST La TO-) OlSPL A Y. ITS ()PE P ATIUw IS AS F OLLU*S-
1. T H E C g OSSHAIK CUPSURS APE ILLUmINATEU.
P. IF ON T-+t 6-!JT-(K nISPLAY. THE USER POSITIONS TH F IK INTER-
SECTi+)w AT THt 9ESI-4 EO LATITUDE AND LUN(AT(Jt ► E.
3. IF l ► ^v THE 4;TkLN6 DIS P LA Y • T-+E USE«) P LI SITIONS TH : -iOrtIZO ►vTAL




&. ENTFrt A HLA •• ► n.
^i. i C ;)W;S WILL aNPFAK AT T'+E LOCATION SELECTED ON THE taOTkK
i!ISPLAY. A HJ ►% IZUNTAL DASHEO LI YE LT THE SELECTED LUwGI-
TOO V • ILL AvNEAk ACKUSS THE STNLNG UISNLAY. THE PRU(3kAm
+ILL THEr4 :^FduEST THE NEAT IGUS COMMANU.
A SU R SEWLIt sT ST O T0 i) CU Mh+aht) WILL PKJDUCE A COVENAuE P LOT VOK THr
L OCATION KEFEPW- k'CED Ow Tit SCNEEN. NOTE. b 4 viTUD SET S 014LY L%(; AND
LAT. I< U ra T H E ^T u LN-- DISPLAY, UAY1 AAA 04Y2 AKE ALSO ASSIGNED
VAL'UFS. T r+E. W F M ,4I NI.'j6 STi TU+J AK(iUwtNTS AkF UNAFFECTED.
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STVLW-'-Pw,')DUCFc TmE 04ia I T STE P
 L. ', • I TUJE COVE 446L PLOT
A L nNGITU )E COVE-+AGE PLOT Is A 6-iAPH OF SATELLITE COVERAGE OF A NAkTI-
CUL AO kAi4bE O F LONGITUDES AT A S PECIFIC LATITUDE VERSUS TIME I,4 DAYS
F4U*A LOLiNCM. THE A JGU MENTS NEFINE THE -+E(iION OF INTEREST. THKEE
6RAPH ICAL QePKESENTAT IONS AKF AVAILABLE THRU Tr+F PLOT OPTION.
;)AYIeDLY,^= TI ME PFKI00	 (UA v < FR0 41 LAUNCP)
L° ,JGl * LtiGP= T4L LO-4 ITUOE kANUE (UEGPEES)
LAT= LATITUf)F	 (! ► EGaEES)
LY= T o i l-.
 PLOT UOTIUti
THE' PLOT O PTIONS AKE-
L0 :: j6= SLOTS LONGITUDE CUVE4AuE VERSUS TI-E
L 4(;= PLOTS LON(, UNTIUN A N D CUMULATIVE L(IN61TUDE
COVENA(-) F LIVE FUP DEFINED TI ME PFRIUC,.
Qi;'.^= PLOTS LONG AN r-)	 ^	 ,	 ^.L	 	 L N G UPTIURS USIr..^ A bAk GKA'H
KL PkE:SENTAT IUN
FUN F KAt-;NLF_-
STPLN6*10*4U.-50.120.0-LUNY *ILL PkOOUCE A SATELLITE COVERAGE PLOT
FOK DAY 10 THKU DAY 40 AFTEN LAUNC-i OF
L:► ,vGITU+)ES -50 TO 120 OF-GREES AT TriE
EOUA i k
THE Ci)'M.-•'A;vU 0#4 P )cF- 0 14-+StT OR ;)kHSMA MUST HE ENTERED PR IOR TO THE CU fA-
MANn STPLN(; TO DEFINE THE SATELLITE Ukt?IT.
AFTFk T"E hXES AKE ,)RA^N ANO PFPIOPICALLY TH40U6HUUT THE PLOTTING* THE
C()MAUTEa S ILL PAUSE. TYNE A -;LANK A ND A kETUk'v TO CONTI , 40E. A IvON-
dLANK WILL TE q "I%ATE THE PLOT AND ASK FUk A NE* CUMMAND.
CUMMAN0 ST PLPJ(;	 IS	 V.iLiD	 IN	 ALL
	
MO)ES.	 IT	 *ILL ERASE THE 6CKEEN ANU
INITIATE A	 STNLN , i	 PLOT.	 THE FULLOwING COMMANDS MAY THEN HE USED TO
ENHANCE THE PLOT, LABEL
	
ZOOM Dk:JTUU
A o GU" F'vT )EFAULT	 VALUE	 ANU UNITS VALI'1 RANGE
(1)	 T)AYI 1.0000E+00	 MAYS .E+oO TO 1.000UE+20
(2)	 nnr? 1.I000E+01	 0AYS .E+00 Tu I.000UE+20
(3)	 LN ril .i. +UO 	DEG -3.6000E+O? TO 3.6000E+02
(4)	 LNG? 3.'-Uo0E +02 	 0E6 -3.6000E+02 TO 3.b000E•02
(5)	 LAT .F+00	 0E& -14.0000E+01 Tu Q.0300E+01
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STPTOO-PkODUCES THE ug -IIT STET+ TItNE OF DAY COVERAGE PLOT
A TIME OF DAY COVE pi AGF' PLOT IS A bKAPtl OF LOCAL TIME O F DA Y SATELLITE
COVFu AGE OF A PA4TICULAk LONGITUDE ANN LATITUDE VERSUS TIME lv UAYS
FROM LAUNCH. THE a g GUME^g TS DEFINE THE LOCATION AND TIMES OF INTEREST.
t)AYI. D AYP= TIME PERIOD (DAYS F gO'N LAUNCH)
TOU1•TOD2= LOCAL TIME OF JAY MANGE (MOUkS n-24)




STPTO!)• 1+366-h:1 A*-82e :?8 *ILL PPODUCE A PLOT OF SATELLITE CuVEgkGE
FOk ABOUT A YEAk (DAYS 1 THRU 366 AFTER
LAUNCH) UU g ING THE HOUPS 6 A&A TO n NN OF — 82
DEGREES LUNGITUDE AND 28 DEG-2EES LATITUDE
THE COMMAND 0 g kDF_F, ORASET OR OkBS MA 4 (1ST bE ENTERED PkIOH TU THE CUM
-MAND STOT00 TO DEFINE THE SATELLITE OR61 T.
AFTER T HE AXES ARE ;)RAwN AND PERIODICALLY THROUGHOUT THE PLOTTING, THE
COMPUTER MILL P AUSE. TYPE A BLANK AN'D A RETURN TU CONTINUE. A IV01v-
►3L A N K MILL TERMINATE' THE PLOT AND ASK FO-4 A NEW CUMMAND.
COMM4ND STPTOO	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES. IT *'ILL ERASE THE SC REEN AND
INITIATE A STPTOD	 PLOT. THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS MAY THEN HE USED TO
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3+)
+)EPLO Y— S^sI► i'TLE P aYL()A+.) DE- P LOYMENT DISPLAY
THE '.'-t P LOY m t .NT ,)I^PLAY I A PLOT OF SriUTTLF RELEASE OPPO^TUNITIF.S
wHlrH `101SFY FI IAL Oti k IT LONGITUDE OF THE ASCENDIN G; NUDE kEQlJlkE-
4E;g TS ;:'Ori;:'Or PAYLOAII S. a;CtNUIN(; ANU UESCENDING NUDE kELEASES (EXCFPT
FOP P?IAS D H1 ► KN+S) aKF_ CO : tSIDEt+EU DURIN% T HE SHUTTLE PA P KI:v(, UPHIT.
THE Ar4G,j!- r., T5 iA: F INE THE 44:vGF OF PUSSIHLE PARKIN--` ORBIT kFVULUTIONS
TO A F C(jry l !.E d F,l FO R UE'LOYMENT.
E
FO W
 EXA MP LE: +)FPL 0Y•4• ;l 0	 QAV-1', A UEP+_UYMENT DISPLAY FOR i ;o 4 ESTI(= A -
T IN5 PAY LOAO W ELEASES FRUM THE SHuT T LE OUkING THE FOURTH THkU )HE.
TWENTIETH P g kKIN6 QRHIT kE_VUL.UTIUNS.i
TO OETE wA INF 0EPLOYME(4T uPROkTUNITIES FO-4 A S P ECIFIC PAYLOAU REFERErvCE
THE FLO N COMMAND.
T H E DE P LOY COM M AND REWillt4ES N KIOk USE OF THE COMmANDS URHDE F . URBSET
OR ORSSgA TO OFFINE T"E PARKING ORBIT.
COMMAND DEPLOY	 I5 VALID IN ALL MODES. IT WILL EKASE THE SCKEEN AND
INITIATE a I)EPLOY	 PLOT. THE FOLLOWING CUMMANDS MAY THEN HE USED TO
ENHANCE THE P LOT. LAnSEL	 FLON
APrUM; NT	 r ►EFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID RANGE
(1) PpV1	 1.000oE+00	 1.000UF+00 TO	 1.5000E+U2
(2) kEV?	 1.00u0F+01
	 1.0000E+00 TU 1.5u00E+02
PAGE
or POOW QUALITY
FLON	 1005 m ANUAL 03/08/? y RAGE	 sl	 ^
FLON—FINAL () a hIT	 OF NO DE
 PL ACEME14T
TAE FLON C OM -4N() OE:Tt &4m l VF.', W H ICH SHUTTLE PAkKI nvb URwIT TKtNSFF_k
IvJFCTI")\ Ado AP(i;FF M oTow BURN OPPOPTUNITIES CUmHINE TO SATISFY
THE FINAL + -, k IT tSCENDIN-= + ,400E PLAC IEME ,g T kEQUINEMENTS O F A PAYLOAD.
THE FIV Aai;UAFtJS Ak AS FOLLOwS-
PAY LO = NI1w,F OF P AYLOAD ( U P TO 1 0 CHANACTFKS)
APr. I	 = FTP;T A k OGEE_ - Uuk ly OPPUfiTUwI TY
AP1	 = LAST	 nUkn OPpUNTUwITY
L ONI	 = -:e:v,C r)F LOJ';ITUDES FU*( TriE FINAL
L()'N%	 uKHIT ASCENUING NODE (DEG)
F0 w F xA, ,40 LF: Fl_Ur	 C1.1•.>•yi)•6(^	 WILL INDICATE THOSE St UTTLE r)EPLOY-
NFNT^JaPC,aTu r^iT?-_S Fi)-^ w-4 1Ctl EITHE-4 THE FIkST Uk SECOND A P 06E.F FIKING
OaNtt?T'_r ,!ITY *, t-)(jL°) O LSCf.-- T-rE F I RST ASCENDING NUOE OF THE FINAL Ukr3IT
FOk SCI kw_ T vEF !\ . n0 AND bi! UE(;HEES.
ON T p E 0E0 L . )Y %4 FNT ;IS :^ LAY. AN HPWAkD (DOwNwARU) TICK INDICATES A SUC-
CESSFUL 40 1 )E J LtCi 'AENT OCCU + kED wITH A P ER16EE I-vJ[CTI:)^^ AT uR NE AR
AN' A SCF vOl	 (f)L CE: jr) I 46) , 4PK I NG UR Q T NODE.	 THE NU M -+EN NeXT TU THE
T ICK IS T N F FI iW S T SOCCESSFOL APUuEE Htik 4i OPPURTUNITY ASSOCIATED WITH
THAT IRJFCTIU^,j.
FLO ,•J KF )UIP=.S	 L«g' OF THE TkANSFR C() WAAND TO DEFINE THE GEOMETRY
O F THE WF klf,tF Al :D 4NJ(;EF r4'JRNNS.
COrr+ M L^ \J:', 	FLU f. : IS	 VALID	 IN 40I)ES UF N LO Y I
AkGu-4 V NT OEFAULT VALUE AND	 UivITS VALID RANGE
( 1)	 P4YL0 ALPHAHCTIC
(2)	 a pp;i 1.0000v +00 1.0000E+00 Ti) 1.5000E+01
(3)	 ar, G^ 1.(1000r+00 1.0000E+00 TO 1.Ei000t+O1
(4)	 LO)v1 .F+00 DEb -1.8000E+02 TO 3.b000F+02
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L W j %r ) w -L A+JwCH	 J I SPL A Y ( ASCEND I N6 NODE VS OAY OF YEA-%)
THE L*ItJ )w COmm4 h,O INITI,4TF.S A I_AUi\tCei taINDOw UISr'LAY WHICH IS A PLuT
OF T HE -I+,HT ASC^ tYSIQN U," THE AS -ZENUING NODE VERSUS SOLA r+ LONGITUDE.
THE ^tAV ,F OF THE PLOT IS Dt F INFO b y THE AttGU ,AENTS AS FOLLOWS—
Lr . +(;I .L",i(,1 = &46-03E uF c;OLAN LUNG' TUDE (DEC)REES)
N+'IN.N'-.4X = 44-V 13E OF ASCENDING NODE RIGHT ASCENSION (DE6gLES)
FO N FXu'•,0 LF-
LWINUW40o16040.3t0 NKnUUCES A LAUNCH WINDOW DISZO LAY FOR SOLu? LuN i:,I-
TUOLt j () TO 160 DEG'iEES AND ASCEWDING 'MOUE kIt3MT
ASCEivSIONS 0 TU 350 DEGREES.
TO nEFIwE AfjO PLOT LAUNCH WINDOW CONST,?AINTS REFERENCE THE COM M ANOa
MISSNo A CON• P LTCO-V ANO g HwCON. HE61QNS OF T HE DISPLA Y M% ILL yt
SHAOF) TO I :vUICATE ^g HICH LAUNCH UFPUi TUNITIES SATISFY PAUTICULA,
S P ACECRAFT ANTI MISSION Cu+vSTkAINTS,
THE X AXIS IS A r4m0TATE r! WITH THE f^OiYTH ANDS IF THE SCALE
NEP^MITS. THE f)^T^ 4,1+0 DAY OF THE WEEK. THE CALANDAP IS PASEL
ON THE YED,*' DE r
 I :UEO sl y T HE COM m AND YEAS'. (DEFAULT=19 s1).
Cr)MMA`4D	 LwTNI)w IS	 VALID IN ALL	 M OD ES.	 IT	 wILI_	 EPASE	 THE SCREEN AND
INITIA T E	 A	 LwINOV I "L{^T. THE FULLUwING COMMANUS MAY THEN HE USED TO
rNHnNCE TH= P LOT. LAt3FL /OUr+ kLTCJ)v	 LAUSTS	 DNtvMIS
A P GUMENT	 j1EFAULT	 VALUE ANN UNITS VALID RANGE
(I)	 LN(il •.r+00 DEG -3.6000E+02	 To	 3.6000E+02
(2)	 Ltd r;^ 3.1,000E+02 UEG -3.6000E+02
	
Tu	 3.6000E+02
(3)	 IVITN .F+00 UEG -3. b000L +02	 TO	 3.6000F:+02
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SwINDW	 IvUS M ANUAL 0'3/014/7 y PAGE	 h3
SviI NO w — LAU K!CH WIv00 4l DISPLA Y (LAUNCH TIME VERSUS UAY OF THE YEAR)
i	 SwIN0.4 IS SI M IL4 0 TO L4I"vl)i,r FXCE PT THAT THE TIME OF LAUNCH. HATHEk
THAN LO N - I5 'i S E I ) AS T 14 E VE NTICAL AXIS. THIS REwUI QES TWO ADDITIONAL
ARC,IJ MFNTS-
L l- ITE=LAO, , Ch SITE (ETrr uR wTk)
I:vS=!vUKTM OR SG I )TH AZIMUTH
THE PARKING, ORi J IT IS ()FFINE() USI y t•, O'rHSET PRIOR TO SwI+40w.
SWI'%)r)w THE N SETS THE NARKING LON AND AkG.PER, SJ THAT LATEu
G NOTRK PLOTS WILL SHOW PASSES STAkTIN(.3 AT THE f)E.SI6NATED SITE.
A S M ALL GKI) IS •`)k6 vN AT THE TOP OF THE SCrcEEN. THIS IS USED To
RECO RD PASS NU- -F-RS PLOTTED kvITH T+ 4 E Okw rA IS CUMMANU.
CUMMCNO SwINOw	 IS VALID IN ALL MODES. IT *ILL ERASE THE SCREEN AND
INITIATF A Sw IN ►)W	 GLUT. THE FOLLUW114G COMMAwOS MAY TtiEN 8E uSED TO




ARGUMENT	 DEFAULT VALUE AND UNITS	 VALID PANGE
(1) LNG1	 .F+00	 PEG	 -3.6000E+0? TO .3.6000E+02
(2) LNG?	 ,3. 000E+0? DE' ,"	 .E+00	 TO 3.6000E+0?
(3) 6 f-'Tl •	 HkS	 -2.4000E+01 TO c.4000E*01
(4) 6 0 T2	 2.4000K+01 h N S	 .E+00	 TO 2.40nOF+01
(5) LSITt	 ETN	 ALPHAHtTIC
(6) INS	 1.0000E+00 1=S92=N 	 1.300UE+00 TO 2.0000E.+0U
Tk,.SF q
	 Ii;()S (4 ANUAL ():J/JH / 7q r'AGE
	
'54
Tt NSF " -OFF'I r .. E_
 TrHF TaA ^.iFcrt	 )Pi TT
TH(= Tk%^F q
 C0 N^  'A j,) DEFIivES THE TtJ LNSF Fk OR
-t IT ANU FINAL U aHIT TO HE
USES I	 L4lIVCH N'I rV ! )U:a' C l ) ! :ST-4INT ANAL Y SIS.	 THE A«tGUMENTS ^^ETFK'"iNE
THE To44,,iSF F ;q
 4'\)() F1 1v4L Ow l-,ITS AS FOLLU^:S -
TL U (;=TkfNSFEF' :,., 06EF_ ALTITU,-)E
T u rk= T .P8,% SFE k a F:^' I 7EE ALT I TUOE
T I )C=T cr':SF[k Ir,CLINtTI0N
()F AHOGE F PASSAG S TO AKM r+(JkN
^: 4LT=FI v4L 'J-t 6+IT 4LTITUDE (CIKCULA L )
F I r-1C=FI Nj4L O q -4 IT INCLINNTIU,v
T H E Pa tr;I;v,, 04—IT ;-40 ) T ;-(% Pa	 VIC)JSLY SFT NIT i '.)khDEF. OKNSFT. UgHSYA
UK 0(? 	T.	 T F.,F jawKIN•, U 3 -iIT +v UST FiE CIkCULAk.
T Hr AnSl)LUTF '11(7tATUi)t O i T4 P G•TPEK AND TI rvC 4kE USED FO a
 ALL
C A LCUL A TIt) ^:.;.	 THE SI3NS HLVE THE F0L LUv,ING S+'ECIAL lA FAiJINi7S-
TAu".LT.,) =A 3 'A ` dq 4 •iHFiv NASSINU (tOwW TH P (JU6" FALT
TPF,k.LT,()=PKm -L)-aN
	
Tlv 1 )tl^'N I)IPECTI()^1
TI',jC.LT.:)=a,,-' y UKN ;,ELK ASCENOIiv r3 PAHr.ING Ur'tQT NODE
AL«r-
T4 u r;=U S E TS TAr=G =FALT
Tur =t t SVTS T uER= NA r K ING OP SHIT ALTITUDE
FALT=i' SE T S FALT=1'4324 ruM, GEO-SYivCH 4LTITuDE
FxAi.,uLF-	 T-+r)SF^.n.0,77,1.0.0
SETS A ry U'lkj4Sr- I) TKA'^]SFt!Y (-OHm4 r-J HUa rJ^) AT ?7 UEh. INC.
FPOM 4 PK', ,	 of A	 E064TUNI4L CROSSI r o TO ,' ("7F_O-SYNCH
EQLJATC)r4 1 4L OP u IT -oI Trt aK h P tJ i4 N AT TmE FIRST AP06EE.
CUMM',Ni) Tan c P-1	 IS V-LI)' I N ALL MODES.
A u (; t.) AFrjT
(I)	 Tr,Pr;
( P )	 T L' ^-
(3) Tlnr
(4) L C ^ t)
( E;	 FAI T
(a)	 F I ''J C
,FF 4ULT VALUE
•^+OG	 NM









i)EG	 - 1.uOOOt+O;^, TO	 1.koo0E +0r
	
1.00OOt + 00 TL)	 14.900uE+01
K ,l	 .E+00	 TU	 1•UOOOE+/^10
, )E6	 To	 1.HJ06E+OCl
L
-, ..-.-. _... ^. «.. ..r- rte • +.,•^-r..^,..- ^.
•, I C GtJ Ii-US M ANUaL	 i/L 4 /74 r3 4(it	 H7
rTcS^- WFTrjFS n.^ ',ELrCT-^ u N41SSIDN
a MT 1;,Io , 4 I^ a V• 1IJ ')F Tw " I,I ^FVR UkHIT LAUNCH wINOO* C;1rv ' T-n, IwTS To HE
INv c cT1 1;aTE I 0') THE L-1W(. P vIN 1 )Uw DI` P LAY.	 THE M ISS I COM P,'-vVjo UEFINEr,
A "IC' 0' r,IS"I - rN •• 4 w-.1E 7- cELECTS AN FxI k,TI y„ +)N ►_.	 THE A t^^- Q "4 FNT I-3 THE
igA •oc* ,)F T.,.	
-I r-SI I ).
a ,Tccw Co o t Nd) °l1tiT -iF t%TF O^ FP OkI(,a TO i)FFIwIw.; Ua kEUUF ;^T1-%''i u NLOT
OF I_AU!"JC" ,I	 C,)v,T-^10';.	 (5EE T H E ')EFC0w ArJi) F'LTC.)N C)i'A--,f,,vu'.)
a F T
	
	 A ,Ic,T )N vu 0 - i	 r vT^-^E+1• I T 15 T-+E -EP E ,+ E;vCF rA I 1; 131 J + FU.t ALL
cc,j-).n,T L .I'^ rJ C- w  J l.lw C o ro ., STr.aItjT - ardI`'UI. AT IO NS u . J T IL THE rgEAT MISSN
C,)K,V.Arg j ).	 F:Iw : AP*-',^L._




COYMa'J p '-115 N
	
1'-^ v:,LI., IN ALL r)I)'IES.
aa,ii NT
	 -frtl1LT VALUE AN.) UNITS	 v6LI(i wAN=E
( l) ": "'d4	 ALOHAHF T I C
=i
7ti, "" ('t1 N	 !(;US MWOJAL 0 y /o m /7ti N4(^E
j Ita( ll —titiirk Lit+n	 r.I v )l) i C ,JtvSTnAINT _)ATA
THE ^H.0)4
	.') Cl-^ O L ny ^, CU 4 PtNTLY i -)FFINEU TkW,4v ,FE q O w -iTT LALngCr+
AIwnUv. ^•lv';T^ +.INT '+4TA.
	 ALL n t T4 Uk LAUNC- *IwU+)w C0NST 0 4I)vT 1; C)FFI+vED
FON a Na TIC))LA ­e +I>SI ^,v C:;v ^+i SMUvw,	 TnE 4r{UU	 NT I5 THr rvA t OF
T 	 T 	 ALL I	 t>1TE	 a T4nLE Or ALL LAki'JCr-r WIN r )( t r, Cvv -
STt- .DINT
	 e.T 	 Iti	 II`,)L
	
IF 4N E Al l )	 ; N'ISSI 'jiv Wl ;-IF IS E^4TEgED
rOwST4aI^)T q FO-^ I - - iAT	 4r4E_ LISTt'O.	 FOK Exa+ANLF-
SHb(7.ON,.(•)'- T ) k	 T L L LI^.T T - F I - A UNCn vi1?vO0v C0NST +g AINTS ASS0CI4TED
t, IT H T-+E	 6E TUNS.
SH'+C () 'vJgALL	 °ILL LTST CONSTKAIrvT ._)ATA Fija ALL MISSIONS.
( )an ti+ 9rv!r G	 ,i O^ 1 , V-LI'' IN 4LL ^40j)ES.
-lurrlr;	 ^• ILL r^eA'iE T It-	 `iOkEFFN+
T	 )tr LULT VALOE ar\j l.) UNIT`	 VALID kaNr;E
L 1) wArt:	 ALL	 ALr'HAHETIC
n
1)wF rw4
	 I oOS P-'AwUAL it 	 H 7
IIEFrr)N- IIEFI	 L-,IvC-1 't'I"-di.)A C I )N.50--a1 iT )LTA
Lol l ^ I r-1 .vIrjr )a: rk)ctiT-4-1n;T^ Art SULAq a	 CT a rg k , Lt. EA-f	 CrCKnFT-Si 64
i,rJ, iF ;rr^ FCLIu^F TIA• .;. kF. i0l r• E MPg TS L)t,-dINu T"F To-4414t)FF-2 Ck-+jT.
ALL C .)0NT-!1 TNT ,, nkE ),k;)(.) ►+F ) hY 'ISSI;)N NA,At (SEE T HE 01S C;N COMmANL)).
I - r	 )^-FC() \, (i)..I^,.gr,I; ') E c Iw^-ti U
	
LALJI')Crl AINI)Uv1 CUwSTKAI vT DATA.
I T c, ak:; I 1 •+i-r-TS GHr aS F'")LL1.)
II) = C.)ivSTP4PP .,T I1)t,TIFICATIo,.-
1Y L E C,")UE
Nkl-tiEd
C) ,ST = r n w,Tr^AI ^T	 -
3 = a Lo	 E:(\,TS ASSUCI.+TED * I IT" THE Cu^+tiT«+cII-,T
THE I.) 1^ c u r•I I j , )E kFFPki- <t Nw-l "t w YII T^Ir q A -, IS It I N.	 TO ALT S -c
P-4VIJQ_,LY	 I t F j l ,ti) C0-4`.T,- ,INT OATA. T-It aVl-+ ►lur w 14TE Ct) I•:^TkaI IvT IG IS
a E-F r + TO- .,Fr) F l )-4 T1r_ UFFrU v C.)MMP1140.
T H E TYu:S 14 L I)U :`+C- t.I' I Q , )w tW, :,T%414TH AVA1LA-iLE A t .to T"EI k kE	 CTIvF
C0 1-) F S A n A- , (7,o I E 'T5 1%CLuuF-




	 K ICK	 "-'nTO- 4NGL- l TU Ai4GLt ^	 ----
',A Au	 ASPECT	 a
O K M I v.) r CTTr/-, aw(;LF 1 TO arvoLE2	 ----
.^ , PFrT	 a ),:LF
Ivr):^ M Ul-w I T	 %Q--laL	 S )L n -q Alv(=LE I TO 4 !4(;LF 2	 ----
A,u- CT	 A'.-)LE
SE ar+„L^ ANI,Lc 1 TO ANOLE2	 AT	 T-+ l)c	 A \)UMaLY
SIHL' ) () TI	 IIv	 1-iV)0-	 (1= Po4K. ?=XF.t) rrW>gS	 — — — —
L I ) r d aSC.1.4W)r ANI;LF 1 TO AN(, LF_2	 ----
LN-L1 (1.I1	 ) O L
	
N	 L^4 1 3.	 (^4U01 ,j=1 MUUH1 7 HOU -tc
► NTr:, r I •i,T-AT r 'T ')ATA TO UFFINF F 0 14141 1101)EN ^ N ACECKA F T C rlldl'iITIUNS.	 FOK
f)FFCn,;.1 •^;W,C.,1. 30. 1-,,1 OFF I'OFS CONST"aI 4T 	 I OF TmF Cu p ►otr•+T
-1 It)SI( 1 N A ,, 1hr. Eu-^T"-S P ACEC tq A FT -SLu q Arvr;LF C4ry
IvI)T -{t HET:,FE'4 U a , JI) 3 1 )	 Lv^EE Is wHEr: T"E T-4
a , lj' • ALY	 I-)	 I,n 11E);..'FE-;.
a NISSr j C I )MI141 4 1) , JET y F t y TF"EO NrIiP T 	 4 I)EFCUN C0MM;) ^,I) 7U 1)E	 `vt
T-,F CUa-J;7 ',T	 I I-,	 )IV.
T H V CON,T . nTI,TG F: 0 ^ L ;uvE.l
	









( ^)	 n 	 1
(5)	 1-t r: 4
	
I'-, V -:L I I	 1 14 uLL r`'')UtC,.
FF AUL T	 V1.Lt I F	 Alv1) ( 1 rg 1 T,	 V11L11) uL-,II;F
. =• U',	 1.l)00	 • u0 TU	 7.-nUr)Ur.•01
AL 3 "GHF. 1 I C
,^ • u; l 	;t(7	 T I	 3.-, 1,000,- •ur





0LTC'r)',	 looU) h1A' g JAL 0 i /0i/ 74 r'ul7C	 Hc5
Pr
	
L^W'C-v A'1 1 VO. N C^)nSTaN1NT5
T-4 : 4'LTCON l,t
	
1) PL6T^ T-r4N'S v L, O
	 I I Coi I STr?AI rvTS ASS0CItaTED AITh
THE rU ko F f,T r':F tF;^)(;E " t tiSl	 0 r Tr ►: LAUNC" wIwUUw' 01'S'Ln v .	 uP To
THPFF:' NA'1TICULnK CUtvST-:.I •vT^ 6)k ALL ()F A rl ISSION I S LAUNCH gINf,)c;w
CJiN ST-aI ,vTti Ca r! "E	 THt: 4^1 , = u-T ENTS i)ESC,4 IHE vrHICH CO , v-
ST-6I"4TS
	
NLOTTF.0 nr.t) HO,, T H EY raKE S^AUEO.
T-+ r' a:,c<):ITU')E OF T^+ F_ F'IH,T	 HATCH. IS THE 4PP «^OxI -iATE NU^iFK
;)F LI^)F=^ TU	 B uSt . ) To S-ei)E )=E(iIUr:S.	 r) NFw()ESTS NO SH, iOI' g o.	 A POSI-
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